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Editorial
A new year, a new issue. It is hoped that the curse under which BJRP 79 laboured has run its course, and that
this issue will reach the members without the interference of ill-timed chemical reactions, attacks of electronic
dyslexia, plagues of locusts and meteor strikes, all of which dogged the previous issue. (Well, almost all)
With this issue a minute but not unimportant policy change affecting BJRP articles will intrude upon your
consciousness. As we are dealing with Russian philately in this journal, we are regularly confronted with the
problem of rendering the Cyrillic alphabet ·into the Latin alphabet. This is not a trivial matter, as a correct
"translation rule" encourages correct pronunciation of things like placenames, but, more importantly, a
transparent and simple relationship between "Cyrillic input" and "Latin output" will enable the reader to
reconstruct the "Cyrillic input" from the "Latin output". In other words, you should be able to reconstitute the
Cyrillic original from the Latin transliteration.
There are several systems for such transliteration, and up to now we have been using a simplified form of the
widely-used "British" system, the simplification being that we've ignored the so-called "soft sign" (b). This
makes life a bit simpler, but it drastically reduces phonetic resemblance between a word as spelled in Cyrillic
and the Latin transliteration. So from now on, the "soft sign" will be transliterated as an apostrophe. It may look
a bit funny at first (you'll see PERM' rather than PERM, L'VOV rather than LVOV, DOPLATIT' instead of
DOPLATIT, and so on), but it'll make better Russian linguists of us all. For the record, the complete
transliteration system is:

Cyrillic Latin
A
B
B

r
ZI
E

E
)K

Cyrillic Latin
3

z

B

H

V
G
D
E
E
ZH

11

I
I
K
L

A

K
JI

M
H
0

Cyrillic Latin
p

TI
p

Cyrillic Latin
q
CH

R

ll1

C
T

s

rn;

T

b

y

u

M
N

q>

0

u;

F
KH
TS

b1
b
3
10
5I

X

SH
SHCH
- or"

y
EH
YU
YA

The eradicated pre-revolutionary letters are transliterated as their post-revolutionary equivalents, so o is
transliterated the same as E, namely as E. The "hard sign" (b) is ignored during transliteration when it is at the
end of a word, but in the rare cases where it occurs in the middle of a word (as in e.g. CbE3ZI b = congress)
it will be transliterated as a ", so S"EZD'. Finally, while the temptation to transliterate an initial "E" as "YE"
will be hard to resist at times (e.g. Yekaterinburg), resist it we will. Just remember that the letter E is
pronounced as "ye" in any position, more or less.
OKAY, you can wake up now! In this issue: well, see for yourself. The next issue will celebrate 60 years of
BSRP and 50 years of B1RP, and will be a special anniversary issue, packed full of goodness. Happy collecting!
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Obituary: Boris Pritt
E.G. Peel
Boris Pritt died New Year's Day 1996. Boris was born in Nikolaev in March 1904, his original name being
Prilutzki. When he left school he trained to become a chemist, but his training was interrupted when his family
left Russia for Germany during the troubled period following the Civil War.
As a stateless person he was unable to pursue his studies in chemistry in Germany, and became a lathe operator
with an engineering company, working also as a part-time taxi driver. When the Nazis came to power, he
determined to leave Germany and in 1938 he came to England as a refugee; here in 1939 he married his wife
Lily, whom he had met in Germany, and who was now also a refugee.
In England he found work with an engineering company making clocks and instruments, and remained with the
same firm for 35 years till he retired in 1974.
His first stamp collection was assembled in Russia but had to be abandoned when he left for Germany; there he
began another collection, principally GB QV line engraved, but found that he was not allowed to take anything
of value on leaving for England. He therefore secreted his best ld blacks and 2d blues in the b~ding of an
engineering textbook, which he was allowed to take with him as being of only nominal value. The proceeds of
these stamps enabled Boris and Lily to furnish their first married home.
He appears to have joined the BSRP during the war, was present at the first postwar meeting on 27 October
1945, and joined the Committee in 1958; at that time his surname was still Prilutzki, and he became Pritt only in
1959. He served as a Committee member continuously until 1989, when he resigned from the Committee and
was appointed a Honorary Life Member. He was Vice-President in 1961 and again in 1979-1980, and President
in 1962 and 1981-1982; for some years he was also a member of the Extertising Committee.
His collecting interests were not confmed to Russia: he was actively interested in GB, France, early Germany,
WWl postal history, perfins, pre-cancels and the postal history of 'Ibos. Cook & Son.
He was a fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society, a member of Rossica, the Canadian, French and German
Russian Collectors' societies, of the Perfin and the Forces Postal History societies. He exhibited at various
international exhibitions and received awards at Copenhagen, Paris, Sofia and Prague; he corresponded widely in
America, Canada and many European countries.
He had many other interests besides philately, including astronomy, photography and clockmaking.
He will be remembered in the Society with great respect and affection, and by myself and others fortunate
enough to count him as a friend, as a man of unfailing charm and courtesy.
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Confessions of a postal historian
Andrew Gilliam
It was love at first sight. Stampex, October 1995. It does not matter at which booth but there I was, doing the
usual thing of going through a box of covers when suddenly there it was, silently shouting at me. It was
beautiful and breath-taking, 162 years old and I just desired it for its looks. In that first glance, I had been
seduced.
It was not the postmark, a bilingual Dorpat mark of the type used between 1826 and 1860, of which I already
had an example in my collection. No, it was the setting in which this one was used that was the appeal. The
stately handwriting, surmounted by the red wax seal, seemed to add an undefinable quality to the postmark.

Those with even a broad appreciation of postal history from this period know that covers emanating from the
present Estonia rarely have the instant appeal of a legibly handwritten address, less still legible contents. Heart
over mind and indeed wallet, despite a walk around the Hall, and there I was back at the booth, buying the
cover. The few details about it would not on their own have persuaded me to have bought it: "To Commander of
Cavalry at Staryi Oskol, Kursk Guberniya".
There was also a note that 6 kopecks had been paid, which I took to refer to the postage paid. I could not see
any marking to that effect, although it might refer to a definite ink-like marking on the reverse. I have to admit I
was charmed by its looks and for no other reason than that, I bought it.
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A cursory read of the contents which were in French, the social language of Russian nobility and of polite
society in the Russian Empire, and odd snippets of Russian, revealed nothing of any great importance as it was
mostly about family and domestic matters. The writer was one Marie Lieven, writing from Tartu/Dorpat and not
from a mois, and so the style would be befitting someone with the pretensions of the aristocratic and academic
classes. She was writing to His Excellency Iosif Romanovich Anrep, Commander of Cavalry, Chevalier of the
Order of St.Anne First Class, General-Adjutant of the Russian Army.
The family of Anrep-Elmpt were of German (Westphalian) extraction with a branch in Estonia, and became
Russian noblemen and officers in the Imperial Russian Army. The best-known was Roman Karlovich Anrep,
father of Iosif, from whose family came a quite well-known early 20th century artist: Boris Anrep, who did
some floor mosaics in the National Gallery in London.
Lieven is quite a well-known name in the history of Tartu University. Karl von Lieven (1767-1844) was the
Curator of the University between 1817 and 1828. He then became Russia's Education Minister. He was
something of a mystic but had also served in the Imperial Army, reaching the rank of Lieutenant-General in
1799.
While Curator at Tartu, he helped to establish the University's autonomy and to give it a firm financial base,
through his contacts with the Imperial family. He was a count who was "promoted" to prince in 1826, a Baltic
German, the family coming from Kuramaa where he died in 1844. This area, better known as Courland or
Kurlyand, was an independent duchy in the 17th century, and it was a Duke Jakob of Courland who bought the
island of Tobago from England.
There were two Lieven brothers, Oskar (b.1841) and Viktor (b.1852) at Aizpute in Kuramaa. They were to
become director and deputy director of the cement works at Kunda around 1870-1875. (readers of the article on
two Estonian covers in BJRP 79 will note an odd coincidence here) Both were chemists and industrialists and
went on to found a cement factory at Novorossiisk in Russia.
In the actual letter is a list of people who send regards to losif and they include a Girard (another coincidence)
and La Comtesse Stackelberg, whose family were probably the biggest landowners in Estonia at that time,
largely but not exclusively in the Estlyand Guberniya (Virumaa province).
There is a mois between Tartu and Peipsi Jaru (Lake Peipsi) called Taabri (Anrepshof), formally named
Kuyvenorm, which may have been connected with the Anrep family.
So there, I have confessed all. I suppose that I could always sell the other cover with the identical Dorpat
postmark.
Grateful thanks to Tim Saluveer and Robin Milner-Gulland without whose expertise this article could not have
been written.
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Petrograd: a name change
N.C. Warr
One of those 4-in-the-morning-thoughts, though this seemed less surreal than most such: when did TPO 1/2
change from "St.Petersburg - Moscow" to "Petrograd - Moscow"? 'Ibis demanded some following up. On 1
September 1914 (new calendar, equalling 19 August in the old calendar) the Germanic-sounding St.Petersburg
was officially renamed Petrograd, and of course the postmarks had to follow suit. So my specific question
gradually became a more general one: when did the change take place? First recourse was to the various society
journals which, to my surprise, yielded no direct information, although John Barry reported a cover postmarked
on September 5th (the postmarks still reading "St.Petersburg") bearing a wax censor seal inscribed Petrograd, all
this in the "Correspondence" section of BJRP 40 (1967).
The next recourse was to my own collection of Petrograd marks, which isn't large, which yielded a postmark on
a 50k Romanov, similar to Imhof type 1.12.3 but without fillers (the vertical lines which fill the space between
the inner circle and the date-bridge), of office 27 serial "a", dated 23-11-14. Eric Peel (in BJRP 53) says that his
earliest Petrograd mark is office 57 serial "b" on a loose stamp, dated ?-10-14, which he calls Type l0P. He
further says that this is the sole Petrograd mark he has seen with fillers. The only one I have with fillers_is the
"state correspondence" mark, Imhof 1.14.31 and Baillie G3D, which he says Alfred Wortman reported in BJRP
9, dated 10-10-16. To judge from the state of the date-bridge and the outer circle at the 6 o'clock position, this
is certainly the. original St.Petersburg mark which has been amended to read Petrograd. In their Russian
Pnfflpprlgt, _K&R illustrate as fig.242 a Petrograd 20 "t" mark dated 18-10-1914 - I think it is the only Petrograd
mark in the whole book!
There are some covers dating from December 1914 - January 1915 which have both St.Petersburg and Petrograd
marks. One of these dual covers has my latest St.Petersburg postmark - 1 Eksp. "e" 10-1-15 (see fig.I). Casey
& Evans in their survey of Petrograd censor marks (BJRP 42) say that the censor office was located at the 6th
Ekspeditsiya, moving to the 1st Ekspeditsiya with the reorganisation of the censorship structure in January 1916.
Certainly marks of the 6th Eksp. read Petrograd (as early as 1-12-1914) before those of the 1st Eksp. (by 28-11915) do. Baillie (in BJRP 68) cites latest use of a St.Petersburg mark as September 1915 (Type ASC, on p.12)
and 1916 (Type G3D, p.44; I wonder if this is in fact a Petrograd mark, see above).
Russian Railway Postmarks by Kiryushkin & Robinson yields a lot of varied information. Their latest recorded
use of a St.Petersburg mark is of the Warsaw Station, serial "a" 28-5-1916 (1046.10[2]), and the earliest
Petrograd is 12-11-1914, also Warsaw Station, serial "g" (1046.14).
The situation with TPO marks is less clear-cut, which rather reflects the lack of recorded information. TPO 1/2 where this whole story started - gives as latest "St.Petersburg - 1 - Moscow" 8-11-1914 (Rl.2 "b") and earliest
"Petrograd - 1 - Moscow" 22-7-1916 (Rl.3 "e"), a gap of 19 months! The latest "Moscow - 2 - St.Petersburg"
is 30-1-1915 (R2.3 "b") and earliest "Moscow - 2 - Petrograd" 27-10-1915 (R2.6 Otd. "b"), a gap of nine
months. My own collection narrows these gaps a little, with a "Petrograd - 1 - Moscow" of 2-1-1916 (Rl.3, new
serial "a", see fig.2) and a Moscow - 2 - Petrograd of 14-7-1915 (a new type, see fig.3).
TPO 39 exhibits the closest gap: "St.Petersburg - 39 - Riga" 6-1-1915 (R39.4 "a") and "Petrograd - 39 - Riga"
15-1-1915 (R39.5 "g").
To sum up, the earliest recorded Petrograd mark is of October 1914 (Peel, K&R) and the latest use of
St.Petersburg is 28-5-1916 (K&R 1046.10[2]). The changeover was gradual with a lot of the activity during
January 1915. Do have a look in your collection for further information, particularly for TPO 1/2.
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Registered letter from Petrograd, 70th town post office, to the USA. The registration label still reads
St.Petersburg, as does a transit mark of the 1st Ekspeditsiya. Sent on January 8th, 1915.
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A British armoured car division in Russia 1916-1918
P. T. Ashford
Back in the 1960s in Wiltshire, I remember a conversation with an elderly gentleman who told me he had served
in Russia during WWl with a British Armoured Car Unit, and proceeded to tell me some of his experiences. I
was a bit doubtful about all this, and when he said his unit had been involved, in the summer of 1916, in
hostilities on the Caucasian Front beyond Sary Kamysh, I felt like shaking my head. Right or wrong, I fancied I
knew quite a bit about the history of this area, and I'd certainly never heard a whisper of any British units being
in action there before 1918. He must have sensed my doubts, for he explained that the armoured cars had been
unloaded from the train at Vladikavkaz before making their own way down the Georgian Military Road to Tiflis,
and then by train again to Kars. If I didn't believe him, he would bring his album of photographs to my office
and we could go through them. I agreed enthusiastically and hoped he would do so, but sadly he did not make
good his promise, and I tended to dismiss it from my mind.
Norman Hill, for many years the lively editor of TPO magazine, the journal of the TPO and Seapost Society,
greatly helped with some articles about the Allied Intervention in North Russia for BJRP 36, in March 1965.
Among some interesting material, which I still have, he included a copy of a short note which must have come
from a bulletin of the Forces Postal History Society (date unknown) and I give the text below:

"South Russia 1916
An interesting iten:i noted in a recent postal history auction was a Russian postcard without stamps cancelled by
the London machine cancellation RECEIVED FROM H.M.SHIP/NO CHARGE TO BE RAISED dated JUL 29
16. It is endorsed "On Active Service" and the writer gives his address as "W.L. Aldridge, Squad 2, 9477,
Vladikavkos, Caucasus". Squad 2 suggests either a cavalry, RFC or RNAS unit. It might be a naval unit, except
that Vladikavkos (sic) is roughly mid-way between the Black and Caspian Seas. Furthermore, at this time the
Black Sea was closed to British ships by the Turkish control of the Bosphorus.
Presumably the postcard would have been routed overland through Russia, and then perhaps by sea from a
Russjan port. An interesting question is raised as to what British unit was in the Caucasus in 1916, long before
the Russian revolution and British intervention in this area."
Well, so far, so good!
Some time ago, Brian Soper, one of our members from Chester (he sadly died last year) showed me a book he
had recently bought. This was The Czar's British Squadron by Bryan Perrett and Anthony Lord (1981, William
Kimber & Co., London) and it gave a detailed account of the adventures, if not mis-adventures, of a Squadron
of armoured cars set up privately in 1914 by Oliver Locker Lampson MP for the Royal Navy Armoured Car
Division {part of the R.N. Air Service).
Thanks to Mrs. Betty Soper, the writer has been able to read Brian's copy of this book again, which tells us
everything we would wish to know about this mysterious unit. It is a book which many readers of this journal
would find fascinating.
Why did we not hear about Locker Lampson and his Armoured Car Squadron before? The book tells us that
almost nothing was known of the unit until official papers were released in 1968, and even then these were far
from complete. It was left to the authors to follow up many of the unit's survivors and their relatives who
allowed them access to diaries, documents and photographs. True, one or two minor articles had appeared, in
the early days, in Blackwood's Magazine, and Lloyd's Magazine, and there were occasional references in wartime newspapers to some of the unit's exploits, but otherwise hardly anything had appeared in print.
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Locker Lampson's No.15 Squadron of Lanchester armoured cars were originally deployed in Flanders, but due
to terrain and the mud they were less than successful. At much the same time, the Admiralty began to think they
had no business developing weapons for land warfare, and in June 1915 arrangements were made for the various
squadrons of armoured cars (there were other units engaged as far apart as German S.W.Africa and Gallipoli) to
be handed over to the Army. Locker Lapmson was not at all happy about this, and by good luck found himself
dining in the company of a senior Russian officer from the Paris military attache's office. Conversation turned to
the Belgians, who, finding no further use for their armoured cars in the west, had formed a Squadron which had
been sent to Russia. (A philatelic account of which, by John Barry, appeared many years ago in BJRP 21). The
eastern front presented far greater scope for armoured car operation than the western front. Why, the Russian
asked, did not Locker Lampson volunteer his own squadron for service with the Russian Army? Locker
Lampson asked that the request be put in writing, and this duly arrived, pointing out that the White Sea would
freeze over, and unless Archangel was reached within two months, there was no chance of getting to Russia for
another six months. Locker Lampson immediately submitted a formal request for his squadron to be transferred
to the eastern front. The Admiralty would not normally have been swayed, but there were then prevailing
circumstances which forced them to give it serious consideration. Views were exchanged with the Russian High
Command and this resulted in agreement whereby the Admiralty provided men and equipment whilst the
Russians met all expenses including pay. Indeed, the Admiralty decided not just to send a single squadron but a
complete division of three squadrons. Units were recalled from the western front and re-formed. They were
called the Russian Armoured Car Division RNAS, though in Russia as the British Armoured Car Division. The
new division was fitted out in six weeks, then entrained for Liverpool, boarded ship, and set sail for Archangel
on 4 December 1915. The voyage to Archangel was anything but straightforward. The winter in the north was of
unusual severity and the White Sea had frozen over. Eventually the ship made for the ice-free port of
Aleksandrovsk (later to be known as Murmansk) and the men began coming ashore on 1 January 1916. It is not
the purpose of this short article to go into detail about the adventures which were to beset the 500 officers and
men in their travels, but to give some kind of chronology, so that should collectors be fortunate to identify other
covers and cards from this Division, they can, by the date, get an idea of where the units happened to be located
at the time of writing. As the Division was under Admiralty orders, any service mail would have to be carried
by naval vessels and hence the RECEIVED FROM H.M.SHIP/NO CHARGE TO BE RAISED machine marking
would almost certainly have been used on arrival in London. The only specific identification would be the
manuscript details of the sender's name, number and unit.

Location of the Russian Armoured Car Division RNAS
1-1-1916
23-5-1916
28-5-1916
1-6-1916
7-6-1916
11-6-1916
13-6-1916
12-7-1916
28-7-1916
30-7-1916
2-8-1916

Arrival in Aleksandrovsk (Murmansk)
Left Aleksandrovsk for Archangel, by ship
Arrival in Archangel
Entrained for Moscow, arriving 5-6-1916
Left Moscow by train for Transcaucasian front
Arrival in Rostov-on-Don
Arrival in Vladikavkaz, awaiting arrival of armoured cars by separate train
Armoured cars, guns and support vehicles arrive from Archangel
Left Vladikavkaz by road for Tiflis
Arrival in Tiflis, commencing train journey to Kars next day
Arrival in Kars, continuing journey to Sary Kamysh by road on 3-8-1916.

The three squadrons of the division were split, No. l being sent to North Persia, whilst Nos. 2 and 3 were given
the task of supporting Russian units in the Bitlis area of occupied Turkey, some 350 miles from Sary Kamysh.
No.3 was deployed in the front line for 4-6 weeks, when both Nos.2 and 3 squadrons were withdrawn to base in
September 1916 in view of the onset of winter. In the meantime, No.l left Kars by rail on 20 August, travelling
to Dzhul'fa and thence on the recently laid railway line (in the direction of Tabriz) to the then railhead of
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Sharafkhaneh. The cars were driven by road to Tabriz, just in time to find that hostilities in North Persia had
ceased for the time being. Back at Sary Kamysh orders were received for all three squadrons to travel with all
speed to Odessa, en route for the eastern front.
17-10-1916
4-11-1916
10-11-1916
14-11-1916
30-11-1916
l7..;12-1916

30-6-1917
20-7.. 1917
8/9-1917
12-1-1918
2-2-1918

Nos.2 and 3 Sqns. travelled by train from Kars to Odessa
No.1 Sqn. similarly entrained at Kars for Odessa (via Tiflis and Baku)
Arrival in Odessa and preparing to move for action on the Rumanian front
Left Odessa by way of Bolgrad to Reni, thence to Hirsova on 27-11-1916
Action at Topalul against Bulgarian/Austrian/German forces before withdrawal to
Alebei Chioi (14-12-1916)
To Tulchea and thence to Reni where involved in the Rumanian campaign December
1916 - January 1917, withdrawing to Galatz and thence to Tiraspol (15-1-1917) where
units stayed until early June 1917. The armoured cars were then moved to Austrian
Galicia
With the Provisional Government's forces on the SW front around Kozova and
Proskurov
Squadrons transferred to Russian 11 th Army and engaged in almost continuous action
during the Great Retreat of the Russian Army
Withdrawal to Kursk. Most personnel returned in batches to UK on leave via Archangel, leaving a rear party at Kursk
· Such cars as remained were taken over by bolshevik forces, whilst the rear party
travelled by train via Moscow to Murmansk
By sea to Lerwick, Scotland

Although January 1918 saw the winding up of the Russian Armoured Car Division RNAS under the command of
Locker Lampson, this was not quite the end of the story. The unit was re-formed in the UK shortly afterwards,
but transferred from Naval to Army control, when many of the earlier personnel chose to join a new Brigade of
Motor-Machine Gun Corps, no longer under Locker Lampson's command. The new Brigade was intended to
support "Dunsterforce" then being formed in the Persian Gulf. In August-September 1918, as is well known,
Dunsterforce was engaged in the defence of Baku against the advancing Turkish Army. All the same, despite all
changes, the earlier names seem to stick, for books on Dunsterforce still referred to the new Brigade as "Locker
Lampson's Armoured Cars".
Field Post Office and other handstamps associated with this later campaign are listed in as article in BJRP 65
(Sept.1988), "British Field Post Offices in Transcaucasia 1918-20".

12
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A Yarensk zemstvo discovery
Terry Page
The eyes of a zemstvo collector are very likely to light up at the sight of any cover _or card from Yarensk; they
are indeed very few and far between. I recently acquired the postcard illustrated in figure 1, which is one of just
four Yarensk items I have recorded. It is the only· example of purely local mail as · well as the ·sole item with an
adhesive cancelled by a postal marking. As if this were not enough, the card also bears a most unusual censor
mark, probably applied by the local district police during WWl as part of the procedure for handling the mail of
enemy aliens. I shall discuss this item firstly in relation to the Yarensk zemstvo post before moving on to the
interesting story behind the censor mark.

___ _, _______ ____ _____________________ ___ _____ ,. ' ······--······----· !

.-xzxc;a.<D. l

•

Figure I

Zemstvo post implications
The town of Yarensk, located in the Vologda gubemiya had, at the tum of the century, a population of just
5000. Only two zemstvo stamps were issued, in 1911 and 1912 respectively, and to my knowledge there is no
evidence of the operation of any zemstvo postal service prior to 1911. Of the four recorded Yarensk zemstvo
items this card is the latest, having been dated by the sender on 2 September 1916. One can therefore surmise
that the zemstvo postal service may have lasted for as little as five years, thus contributing to the scarcity of
available material.
Two Yarensk items are illustrated by Oleg Faberge in Imperial Russian Zemstvo Post. Both are postcards with
combination frankings mailed in 1915 from different villages and routed via the imperial post office in Ust'Vym. In both cases no attempt was made by the zemstvo authorities to cancel the stamps or to apply any postal
marking, although subsequently the zemstvo stamps on both items were fortuitously and coincidentally tied by
Imperial or foreign markings. It is therefore interesting to note that the stamp on the card in figure 1 was
cancelled by an undated Yarensk Zemstvo Post cachet in violet ink.
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This circular cachet seemed vaguely familiar. I
searched my library and eventually my patience was
rewarded by a Cherrystone auction catalogue dated
4/5 November 1992. Lot 2410, in figure 2, was a
Yarensk incoming combination cover dated 1913.
Interestingly, no zemstvo stamp had been applied.
Instead, this same cachet had been used as a 'postage due' mark and endorsed '9k' in manuscript. A
· very strange rate; the Imperial franking was 35
kopecks so it was probably a registered and/or
overweight letter. We could therefore deduce that
postage due for the local delivery of mail arriving
from the Imperial post office was generally indicated by this method rather than by adding stamps.

Figure 2
This would, of course, match the procedure used by the Imperial post office. However, bearing in mind ·the
impossibility of making up a 9k rate with 2k stamps, this may have been an improvised solution.
With such a dearth of material, meaningful conclusions are barely possible but from these four available items a
tentative procedural pattern can be suggested:
Outgoing mail via Imperial post office: Zemstvo stamps applied but not cancelled.
Incoming mail via Imperial post office: No zemstvo stamps used (at least on high-rated letters). Instead, item
taxed with cachet and m/s endorsement.
Local mail:
Zemstvo stamps applied and cancelled with cachet.

If additional evidence exists, hopefully it will be made available so that this theory can be validated or amended.
At least we now know for certain that the 'Yarensk Zemstvo Post' cachet was used as a canceller, as a tax mark
and possibly also for other purposes.

The censor mark
The straight-line 'PROSMOTRENO' (= 'examined') handstamp was baffling because the postcard was carried
only by the zemstvo post and I cannot recall ever having seen a locally delivered censored zemstvo item. It is
illustrated, enlarged to 141 %, below. As local authorities, the zemstvos were not themselves vested with the
function of censoring and controlling mail, merely with its collection and delivery in accordance with imperial
government instructions. Who therefore "examined" this somewhat innocuous postcard, and why?

Figure 3

Whilst pondering this question, BJRP 78 landed on my doormat and I was astonished to see, illustrating an
article by Philip Robinson, a postcard with an almost identical marking, yet that card was written by a prisoner
working several thousands of miles away from Yarensk, on the Amur Railway! Philip had called upon the
expertise of Rossica president David Skipton, who believes the mark to be a scarce example of prison
censorship. I felt that in the case of the Yarensk item, prison censorship was not necessarily the answer: the
sender gave his address as a village and nothing about it suggested a normal civil prison.

14
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I therefore considered that this would be an ideal opportunity to renew my own acquaintance with David
Skipton, and I am indebted to him for suggesting that it was probably the district police who had censored the
card. David's observations were crucial in helping to piece together a very interesting story. First, though, his
translation of the card's message:
Addressed to: Yarensk, Vologda Gub., Mr. G. Langner.
Village of Glotovo, 2-9-1916
Thanks very much for both your postcards. We've already got somewhat used to this place. It if would
be possible for you to send to Yarensk, Makhorka or Polokrupka No.8 (probably tobacco products),
please be so kind as to do so and send it to us prior to the 5th. ·I'll send you the money immediately if
we receive the package.
I hope you're in good health.
Greetings to all our friends.
Yours,
E. Baul'haber.
It is obvious from their names that this correspondence, taking place in the middle of the first world war, was
between two ethnic Germans. They corresponded in the Russian language and so were probably Russian citizens.
The sender could have been interned or otherwise restricted as an enemy alien in an "out of the way" village
where home comforts such as his favourite tobacco were hard to find. The addressee was probably also under
some kind of special surveillance by the police. The simplicity of his postal address suggests he was a prominent
citizen, so did he perhaps act as a co-ordinator for his less-fortunate misplaced colleagues? Of course, we cannot
know the details but it is highly likely that the district police were very interested in what was going on.
We can now forge a link between this item and that discussed in BJRP 78 by Philip Robinson, for whether or
not an enemy alien· was, when it came to mail censorship, treated in the same way as a "prisoner" is a moot
point. In both cases the writers were civilians subject to restrictions on their personal liberty for one reason or
another. This determined that their correspondence was censored by the civil rather than by the military
authorities.
Both censors, though separated by a huge distance, had available for this purpose almost identical handstamps
which must have been provided centrally, probably by the Ministry of the Interior, for very special censorship
operations.
At a philatelic level, this simple postcard has provided some insight into the workings of the Yarensk Zemstvo
Post as well as an interesting story demonstrating a scarce form of censorship. At a rather more trivial level
though, I cannot help wondering whether the unfortunate Mr. Langner ever got his tobacco ...
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The Golden Age of Soviet postmarks: 1924-1938
Ivo Steyn
Introduction
No, this note will not be a complete Soviet-period version of the Kiryushkin & Robinson book on Imperial
postmarks and postal history. The intention here is to convey some of the wonder and delight I experienced
when I was first confronted with the wonderful world of pre-WW2 Soviet postmarks, and to introduce some of
the main features of this group of postmarks.
The starting date of the period examined here has been chosen mostly on economic and political grounds - by
1924 almost all traces of the Civil War period had faded, and both currency and postal rates had stabilised - but
1924 was also the year that saw the publication of Circular 32/223 of the People's Commissariat of Posts and
Telegraphs, dated 28-2-1924, in which guidelines for the appearance of postmarks were laid down, to be mostly
ignored for the next 14 years. The end date of 1938 is chosen to coincide with the introduction of the standard
single-ring postmarks (Order No.146 of the People's Commissariat of Communications, dated 19-2-1938) that
would endure, with minor modifications, all the way to the end of the USSR in 1991 and beyond. Although
many of the postmarks to be described here continued in use well beyond WW2, particularly in the more out-ofthe-way post offices, the introduction of the single-circle postmarks in 1938 eradicated much of the diversity that
made Soviet postmarks so interesting.
We will divide the postmarks to be reviewed into a number of large groups, but within each group there are of
course many subgroups and subsubgroups, and the groups also overlap to a considerable extent. Some postmark
groups show a clear development through time, while in other groups it is difficult to see rhyme or reason in the
succession of postmark types. Generally speaking, the appearance of postmarks was less standardised than during
Imperial times, and even before the Revolution there were many exceptions to every rule regarding postmarks ...
So consider this note an exploration of the Soviet postmark jungle, in which a few species will be identified
while many others have stayed safely behind the trees.
Regular postmarks
This ra~er imprecise term is used to refer to all postmarks of normal post offices. If I had put this group at the
end of the list, I could have referred to it as "none of the above".
Even during the Imperial period, this group of postmarks showed enormous diversity. The Soviet period was at
least as challenging in this respect and, unfortunately, is still mostly unexplored territory. A notable exception is
formed by the postmarks of Petrograd/Leningrad which have been reviewed by L. Ratner(1988).
As with most groups to be described here, any review must start with hold-overs from the Imperial period.
Imperial postmarks continued in use throughout the 1917-1923 period and in many cases for many years
afterward as well. As the standard Soviet postmark of the 1920s was a double-circle mark, like the late Imperial
marks, survivors from the Imperial period are therefore sometimes difficult to identify, as they don't stand out in
the crowd. A good thing to look for is the province designation. Imperial Russia was divided into gubemiyas
(with the odd oblast', krai and okrug here and there), and the abbreviation "G." is found in many Imperial
postmarks. But the guberniyas were phased out only gradually during the 1920s (see e.g. Michalove(1993) for
some background) with the last guberniya disappearing as late as 1930, so this is a treacherous indicator (quite
apart from the fact that a change from a guberniya to an oblast' didn't coincide with replacement of every single
relevant postmark ... ). Some examples are shown in the illustrations. Note that the pre-1918 spelling in the
Imperial postmarks was sometimes altered, sometimes left intact.
Soviet postmarks introduced during the 1920s and 1930s have a different "look" about them, and there are some
"families" of postmarks that look nothing like their Imperial precursors. In the North-western region (SEV.ZAP.
OBL.) and in many other places, we find a number of postmarks with a thick black band between the two rings,
presumably for better defacement of the stamps they were meant to cancel. Another "family", found from a wild
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A selection of "regular" postmarks, including the "Hamburger" and "Black Belt" types.
variety of places all over the USSR, is what I call the "Hamburger" type of postmark, in which hatched upper
and lower segments and a very wide datebridge together formed something vaguely resembling a HUGE
hamburger. No doubt there are many more such "families", each family possibly having been produced by a
single postmark factory, as it seems probable that there was more than one postmark factory during this period.
The Stalinist drive towards super-centralisation and super-specialisation had not yet taken hold, and would not do
so until the "1938" generation of postmarks which was produced by GosShtampSvyaz, presumably a centralised
postmark production (coordination?) facility.
It is interesting that the designation of post offices changed from the Imperial labels "pochtovaya kontora" and
"pochtovoe otdelenie" to "kontora svyazy" (literally: communications office), "otdelenie svyazy" and even
"agenstvo svyazy" during the 1920s. So one finds postmarks with the abbreviations K.S., KONT.SV., OTD.SV.
and AG-VO SV. which immediately reveal their Soviet origins.
One can also focus attention on the names of the places in the postmarks. The most obvious examples of
collectable postmarks are those of towns which changed their names. As an example, the town of Gatchina (near
Petrograd) was renamed Trotsk during the 1920s, and re-renamed Krasnogvardeisk when Leon Trotsky fell out
of favour. Other towns were named after other ill-fated Old Bolsheviks such as Zinoviev and Kamenev, devoted
Stalinists who put their foot wrong such as Postyshev and Y ezhov, or renamed to eradicate Imperial associations
or commemorate the Soviet victory in the Civil War, prime examples being Krasnodar (previously
Ekaterinodar), Sovetskaya Gavan' (previously Imperatorskaya Gavan'), and thousands of towns renamed
Sovetsk, Partizansk, Pervomaiskoe, etc.
Finally, many "new towns" were created during the Five-Year Plans (Komsomol'sk-na-Amure, Magnitogorsk)
or reflected the presence of a nearby industrial establishment, such as a postmark from the North-West inscribed
KRASNYI KOMBINAT. Aficionados of the Five-Year Plans will also be intrigued by postmarks of the MTS
(machine-tractor stations) which sprang up during the first two FYPs.
Apart from the "families" this group of postmarks shows an enormous variety of styles, much as its Imperial
predecessor did.
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Machine postmarks
Here we should start again with the Imperial holdovers, of which there were a few - not many. Moscow, Perm'
and Vyatka are the only cities of which I'm certain the Imperial machine postmarks survived past 1924. There
may be more, but they certainly don't tum up with great regularity. Note also that of the 23 cities in Imperial
Russia (excluding Finland) which had postmarking machines, 4 ended up outside the USSR after the Civil War
(Lodz, Riga, Revel' and Yur'ev), Petrograd changed its name in 1924 and 5 more cities changed their name
later, so the potential for Imperial survivors is limited anyway.
The Soviet machine postmarks that started appearing
during the 1920s and 1930s were either straightforward remakes of an Imperial mark (e.g .
.,.:--:::::::~;;;;;::::::::: Leningrad 6th Eksped. instead of Petrograd 6th
:-.::::::::::;:;:::::::::,..,.: Eksped.) or wholly new types. Leningrad machine
....__ _,.._.,..--..._~-~--- marks were described in detail by Ratner(1988), and
the Moscow machine marks with slogans in the
"killer" flag form a small but highly collectable
subgroup, which has received little attention apart from a fine article by Vovin(1969). But as far as morphology
goes, this group unsurprisingly is similar to the previous group: the sky's the limit.

Postmarks of telegraph offices
As usual, Imperial holdovers have been seen for several places, some with spelling modernised, others with the
old spelling left intact.

Below: a battered Imperial holdover from Vladivostok, and examples from Leningrad and Kiev

Soviet telegraph offices started introducing their own postmarks during the 1920s, and again there is little system
to be discovered. Leningrad produced some intriguing postmarks for telegraph offices located at railway stations,
of which three different examples have been recorded.
Other cities basically did as they pleased and came up with the usual menagerie of postmarks. For some odd
reason, most of my examples come from Ukrainian cities.

Postmarks of railways and railway stations
Imperial railway and station marks formed a ridiculously disparate group, with every rule governing their
appearance broken in many places. Soviet station marks (again disregarding the usual Imperial holdovers) tended
to be circular in appearance, not oval. Within those parameters, there is little system to
be discovered in their appearance.
Soviet railway marks are far, far worse in their lack of a uniform appearance. BSRP
President George Miskin delighted the visitors at the 1995 North-West Area meeting
by displaying registered mail from TPOs, most of the covers being from the period
described here. The registration aspect was interesting enough by itself, but the
postmarks! No sample can do justice to this group, and I'm not even going to try.
For the allocation of route numbers during this period, I can refer the readers to a future issue of the BJRP.
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Top: an Imperial holdover (with.final whard signw removed) from Irkutsk, serial wnw, 1928.

Below: two different Soviet postmarks from Moscow's Central Telegraph office on this 1925 registered letter.
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1wo special postmarks.

Top: 1926 Leningrad Congress of Esperantists, in sea-green.
Below: 1935 "15th International Physiological Congress" in Leningrad
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Ship postmarks
Yes, there were Imperial survivors. Yes, new Soviet marks were introduced during the 1920s. That's all I know.

Fair/exhibition/congress postmarks
Here, happily, we have a subject which has been researched and documented quite lavishly by Yalcobs(1976).
Disregarding the three pre-1924 postmarks and the 1938-and-later single-circle marks, the catalogue lists and
illustrates no fewer than 39 postmarks used during the 1924-1938 period (although a few of these are more
cachets than postmarks as they are undated). This seems like an awful lot to the collector in the West, who will
bump into very few of these on a regular basis. Breaking them down by the occasion which brought them into
being we get:

Philatelic exhibitions: 5
First/special flights: 9
Party congresses, etc.: 10
Post-telegraph affairs: 4
Other exhibitions/congresses, etc.: 11
The special postmarks used during philatelic exhibitions do pop up outside the USSR thanks to exchange between
collectors, but this does not appear to hold for a postmark used during an exhibition in 1936. First/special flight
postmarks do occur in the West, particularly if the flight in question was an international flight. In fact, I would
guess that the special postmarks used during the flight of the Graf Zeppelin occur in far greater numbers outside
Russia than inside Russia, as they were applied to mail that left the country!
Party functions (congresses of Soviets, etc.) were generally attended by few if any foreigners, and even within
the former USSR these special postmarks are rarely seen, possibly because the party functionaries who might
have collected them were practically exterminated during the Purges of the late 1930s.
Of the other congresses and exhibitions, the rarity of the special postmark in question outside the former USSR
basically depends on the number of non-Soviet participants. The 1926 postmark used during a congress of
Esperantists in Leningrad is one of the less-rare examples, because many foreigners attended that congress (and
presumably sent mail back home from the temporary post office in operation during the congress).
Summarising, the postmarks in this group are a diverse lot: some are common, some are rare, all are highly
collectable, particularly if the event which spawned them also spawned a stamp issue (which quite a few of them
did). And "39" is a nice number: a relatively small, easily identifiable group of postmarks. Highly collectable!

Miscellaneous other postmarks
Most of the above groups are basically Soviet versions of Imperial postmarks, but there are also quite a few
postmarks from this period for which no Imperial precedent exists, and which defy easy categorisation. For
instance, there are the postmarks which indicate some form of postal treatment. Examples are "EHKSPRESS"
and "SPESHNOE" postmarks, "PAYMENT RECEIVED" postmarks and "SENT/RECEIVED BY AIR MAIL"
marks. I would also put all postmarks associated with airmail (apart from first flight and special flight marks
described above) into this category, including postmarks of airports. The Mobile Post - essentially a mobile post
office touring rural areas - is also said to have left postmarks/cachets on the mail it handled, but I must remain
vague on this point as I have never actually seen examples. There is an interesting group of postmarks associated
with the Gorodskaya Sluzhebnaya Pochta (GSP) departments that existed in many of the large cities during the
1930s. The GSP basically acted as a "postage on account" agency for the state institutions and enterprises that
were associated with it, and these institutions handed in their mail unfranked. Accounts were kept of the postage
owed, and the mail handled by this department would get a postmark which usually included the phrase "postage
paid on account" or words to that effect, and occasionally also the abbreviation GSP. Examples were illustrated
by Rudnikov(1975), Taylor(l988) and Steyn & Taylor(1996).
I'm sure that there are many more postmark oddities which would fit into this amorphous category. Suggestions?
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Republics within republics: bilingual postmarks
Most if not all of the above postmark categories cast multiple shadows as a result of the Soviet Union's complex
constitution. The USSR was formally a union of so-called union republics. At the start in 1922 there were four
of these union republics: the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic (RSFSR), the Ukrainian Socialist
Soviet Republic (UkrSSR) the Belorussian SSR and the Transcaucasian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic,
which united the three Transcaucasian republics. Later, the RSFSR granted union republic status to five Central
Asian territories, the Transcaucasian SFSR split into the 3 Transcaucasian union republics, the Baltic States and
Moldavia were made union republics in 1940 while a short-lived Karelo-Finnish union republic brought the total
number of union republics to 16 before it reverted to the 15 union republics that endured to the end of the USSR
on 31 December 1991.
Within the union republics, territories inhabited by non-Russian ethnic groups were often granted some form of
autonomy. The highest level of autonomy was reserved for the autonomous socialist soviet republics (ASSRs), of
which there were quite a few. A slightly lower level of autonomy was enjoyed by autonomous oblast's (AOs)
while the lowest level of autonomy was granted to autonomous okrugs (formerly called national okrugs or NOs),
but these latter will not concern us here. Incidentally, the USSR's government tinkered with the borders and
status of these autonomous areas almost continuously. Areas were upgraded, downgraded, merged, split or even
abolished - the latter fate was reserved for a number of autonomous areas peopled by ethnic groups who were
officially branded as traitors in 1941-1944, such as the Volga Germans, Crimean Tatars, Karachai, Chechens
and Ingush.
Why is all this important? Well, the lip service the USSR paid to the autonomy of these areas manifested itself
in, among many other things, postmarks. Bilingual postmarks, usually in Russian (Cyrillic : alphabet) and the
local language (Arabic, modified Latin or even Mongol script) exist from most non-Russian union republics,
ASSRs and AOs, though not from the NOs as far as I know. So these SSRs, ASSRs and AOs are more than
successors to the old Imperial guberniya, they have produced a rich legacy of distinctive, unusual postmarks,
which reflect not only the separate ethnic status of a certain area, but also show an intriguing and attractive mix
of alphabets.
The bilingual postmarks produced by these ethnic areas can be roughly divided into the following categories:
Slavic areas (Ukrainian and Belorussian SSRs)
non-Slav, European areas (Moldavia, Karelia, Volga Germans)
Turkic- and Parsi-speaking areas (Central Asia, Bashkirs, Volga and Crimean Tatars)
"none of the above" (Buryat-Mongol, Korni, Yakut, Jewish, and others)
Bilingual postmarks show a wide diversity of formats and combinations of alphabets, but a few broad trends can
be distinguished. At first (1923-1925), all-Russian postmarks were introduced in many areas (Volga Tatars,
Crimea, others). In these postmarks, the ethnic origins are only visible in the area designation, which is usually
one of those ugly contractions on which the USSR seemed to have a monopoly, e.g. "TATRESP" for the
(Volga) Tatarskaya Respublika. The next wave, of the mid- to late 1920s, consisted of truly bilingual postmarks.
The ASSRs/AOs with a predominantly Muslim population generally used the Arabic alphabet - the alphabet of
the Koran - and the postmarks are usually in the Cyrillic and Arabic alphabets. Decoding the latter is not easy
for a nonspecialist, but an overview of the alphabets by Allworth(1971) certainly helps.
The third wave came when the Muslim areas were given an expanded version of the Latin alphabet. This served
two purposes: it made their languages easier for the Russians to read, and it drove a wedge between the Muslim
population and the cultural inheritance of the Muslim world, which was all in the Arabic alphabet. It resulted in
a wave of Cyrillic/Expanded-Latin postmarks, which lasted to the introduction of the "1938" generation of
postmarks which, incidentally, coincided with the introduction of yet another new alphabet for the Muslim
peoples of the USSR, an expanded version of the Cyrillic alphabet this time. Whether the people involved
actually appreciated being made illiterate twice in 10 years is doubtful. ..
By contrast, postmarks for the Slavic republics and the non-Slav European republics were much more stable in
appearance, remaining all-Cyrillic and Cyrillic/Latin, respectively, throughout the period under discussion. The
other, "none of the above"-republics are almost impossible to characterise in this way.
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One thing which I've found particularly irritating in the study of these postmarks was that I couldn't find a
comprehensive listing of all status changes of these areas. Some fairly vigorous effort, extensive perusal of
learned volumes and the indispensable help of Peter Michalove produced the following overview. No guarantees
for completeness or universal correctness are made, but it was the best I could come up with. Capital cities
(well, administrative centers) are also listed, and the name-changes I could reconstruct are listed. If the capital
changed its name, the two names are separated by a "/"; if the capital was actually transferred, the two names
are separated by a comma. In both cases, the year of the change is given in parentheses. Many thanks are due to
Philip Robinson for supplying me with some badly-needed postmark drawings, and my apologies for the
ineptness of the author-supplied drawings.
ASSRs and AOs within the RSFSR
NAME
FROM:
TO:
CAPITAL
Adygei AO
22-7-1922
3-7-1991
Krasnodar, Maikop(1931)
Adygei ASSR
3-7-1991
present
Maikop
A small territory North of the Caucasus mountains, surrounded by the Krasnodar district. Postmarks from 19221938 appear to be quite scarce, as I have only seen late usages of Imperial marks.

Bashkir ASSR
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23-3-1919
present
Ufa
One of a cluster of ASSRs around the Volga river, and one of the first ASSRs, the
original intention was to create a Tatar-Bashkir ASSR, but this · plan was abandoned.
Postmarks follow the usual all-Cyrillic/Cyrillic-Arabic/Cyrillic-Extended Latin sequence
for Turkic-language areas. Postmarks from Ufa can be found with little effort, but other
cities are more difficult.

Verkhneudinsk/UlanUde(1934)
30-5-1923
7-7-1958
7-7-1958
present
Ulan-Ude
Situated in Eastern Siberia. All-Cyrillic postmarks continued to be used until quite late,
after which lovely Cyrillic/Mongol postmarks appeared, which I've yet to see from any
other place than the capital city.

Oirot A02
Gorno-Altai AO
Gorno-Altai ASSR

-----1
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Ulala/Oirot-Tura(1932)
1-6-1922
7-1-1948
3-7-1991
Oirot-Tura/Gorno-Altaisk(1948)
7-1-1948
3-7-1991
present
Gomo-Altaisk
Tucked away in a comer of the Altai district (capital Barnaul), this distant little piece of
Siberia is not exactly a fertile source of postmarks. The examples I've seen are allCyrillic, and almost all from the capital under one-of its many names.

~:,~:
1

The Buryat territory was granted autonomy within the Far Eastern Republic, which was absorbed by
the RSFSR on 15-11-1922. Technically, this autonomy was abolished along with the FER, and reestablished with the creation of the Buryat-Mongol ASSR in 1923.
2

Also spelled as Oirat AO.
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Dagestan ASSR

20-1-1921
present
Petrovsk/Makhachkala(1922)
Here I can refer to Peter Michalove's 1992 article which goes into considerable detail.
Few examples of postmarks known to me, but I've seen Cyrillic-Arabic marks from the
capital, so I presume that Cyrillic-Extended Latin marks also exist.

0,U-

~•
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Kabardin AO
1-9-1921
16-1-1922
Nal'chik
Nal'chik
Kabardino-Balkar AO
16-1-1922
5-12-1936
Kabardino-Balkar ASSR
5-12-1936
7-3-1944
Nal'chik
Kabardin ASSR
7-3-1944
9-1-1957
Nal'chik
present
Kabardino-Balkar ASSR
9-1-1957
Nal'chik
One of the autonomous areas on the northern slopes of the Caucasus mountains, this republic suffered from
Stalin's deportations, of which the Balkar ethnic group was a victim. Postmarks seen thus far were all-Cyrillic,
mostly from the capital Nal'chik.

4-11-1920
20-10-1935 Ehlista
KalmukAO
Kalmuk ASSR
20-10-1935 27-12-1943 Ehlista/Stepnoi(1944-1957)
Kalmuk ASSR
29-7-1958
present
Ehlista
On the shore of the Caspian Sea, north of Dagestan. Another of the "temporarily eradicated" republics.
Postmarks quite scarce, only all-Cyrillic examples seen by me.

Karachaevo-Cherkess AO
12-1-1922
Karachaevo AO
26-4-1926
Cherkess NO
26-4-1926
CherkessAO
30-4-1928
Karachaevo-Cherkess ·AO
9-1-1957
Karachaevo"Cherkess ASSR
3-7-1991
Another of the northern Caucasus areas. Imperial
they used after that as I've seen no example

Karelian ASSR
Karelo-Finnish SSR
Karelian ASSR

3

24

26-4-1926
Batalpashinsk
1943
Batalpashinsk
30-4-1928
Batalpashinsk
Batalpashinsk/Cherkessk(1939)3
9-1-1957
3-7-1991
Cherkessk
present
Cherkessk
postmarks used until the late 1920s, and I have no idea what

25-7-1923
31-3-1940
Petrozavodsk/Kalininsk(l930s?)
31-3-1940
16-7-1956
Petrozavodsk
16-7-1956
present
Petrozavodsk
Flush against Finland, this ASSR produced lovely bilingual Cyrillic/Latin postmarks.
Postmarks from the capital and from Olonets are not too scarce, from ·other cities
they're a bit more difficult. Briefly upgraded to union republic, which period produced
single-circle postmarks with the text KFSSR, which are worth a collection by themselves.

Also known as Sulimov (1936-1938) and Yezhovo-Cherkessk (1938-1939).
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Komi AO
KomiASSR

22-8-1921
5-12-1936

5-12-1936
present

Ust'-Sysol'sk/Syktyvkar(1930)
Syktyvkar

On the shores of the Barentsz Gulf, this chilly place produced postmarks in Cyrillic and
an odd alphabet I can't place. The city of Vorkuta gained notoriety as the Stalinist
equivalent of Auschwitz. Pre-war postmarks are quite scarce.

Krym ASSR

18-10-1921

30-6-1944

Simferopol'

The well-known peninsula. Exhaustively reviewed by Cronin(1981). Many different
postmark styles. Postmarks from the capital and the other resort towns are fairly
common, but try finding marks from the smaller inland cities.

Mary AO
Mary ASSR

4-11-1920
5-12-1936

5-12-1936
present

Ioshkar-Ola
Ioshkar-Ola

One of the more obscure ASSRs, in the Volga cluster. I've seen exactly one postmark from the capital, this an
all-Cyrillic mark. A difficult one.

Mordovian AO
Mordovian ASSR

10-1-1930
20-12-1934

20-12-1934
present

Saransk
Saransk

Another of the Volga cluster, and even more obscure than the Mary ASSR. I haven't seen any postmarks ...

Volga German AO4
Volga German ASSR

_.· ilVJo~

-'1~427:' 6

16-4-1919
19-12-1923

19-12-1923 Marksshtadt5, Pokrovsk(1922)
28-8-1941
Pokrovsk/Ehngel's(1931)

Across the Volga river from Saratov, and mostly populated by ethnic Germans who had
settled there in the late 18th century. Postmarks usually bilingual Cyrillic/Latin. Note
that the German town names are usually not the same as the Russian names, e.g.
Russian Golyi Karamysh and German Balzer. Postmarks fairly uncommon. · See
Cronin(l 981).

P.T.
North-Ossetia AO
North-Ossetia ASSR

r-lf

of.

•:.. 268 3J

6

7-7-1924
5-12-1936

5-12-1936
present

Vladikavkaz/Ordzhonikidze(1954)6
Ordzhonikidze

Another of the Ciscaucasian republics. · Postmarks from the capital are not uncommon,
but postmarks from the smaller places (most of which have interestingly angular names
such as Darg-Kokh) are very scarce, and the examples I've seen were all-Cyrillic.

4

Known as Volga German Workers' Commune.

5

Previously known as Baronsk, Ekaterinenshtadt and Ekaterinograd.

6

Also known as Dzaudzhikau ( 1944-1954).
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Tatar ASSR

27-5-1919
present
Kazan'
The other half of the aborted Tatar-Bashkir republic on the Volga. Postmarks from the
capital are fairly common, but the Cyrillic/Arabic and Cyrillic/Extended Latin marks
are far more common that their all-Cyrillic predecessors. Postmarks from other places
are less common, as usual.

Tuvan (People's) Republic
9-9-1921
Tuva AO
13-10-1944
Tuva ASSR
10-10-1961
Included here for completion's sake, Tova was an
therefore beyond the scope of this article.
Votyak AO
Udmurt ASSR

13-10-1944
10-10-1961
present
independent

Belotsarsk/Krasny(1918)/Kyzyl(1926)7
Kyzyl
Kyzyl
republic during the period under discussion, and

4-11-1920
1-1-1932
Izhevsk
1-1-1932
present
Izhevsk
Yet another member of the Volga cluster of republics. Postmarks quite scarce, and the
examples I've seen are all-Cyrillic. Note the change in name!

Chechen AO
30-11-1922 15-1-1934 Gromy
Ingush AO
7-7-1924
15-1-1934 Nazran?
Chechen-lngush AO
15-1-1934
S-12-1936
Gromy
Chechen-lngush ASSR
S-12-1936
7-3-1944
Gromy
Chechen-Ingush ASSR
9-1-1957
1991?
Gromy
Chechen Republic
1991?
present'
Gromy
Ingush ASSR
1991?
present
Nazran?
One of the Ciscaucasian republics, and now of course best known as the predecessor of the ill-fated Chechen
Republic. Postmarks from Gromy can be found (usually all-Cyrillic), but try fmding marks from the smaller
places!
Chuvash AO
Chuvash ASSR

26

24-6-1920
21-4-1925
Cheboksary
21-4-1925
present
Cheboksary
The last member of the Volga cluster of republics. Only Alatyr and Cheboksary
occasionally show up as all-Cyrillic postmarks.

7

Also known as Khem-Beldyr (1918-1926), and Kyzyl-Khoto (1926-?).

8

Current status under vigorous discussion.
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20-10-1930 3-7-1991
AO
Ust'-Abakansk/Abakan(1931)
Khaluw ASSR
3-7-1991
present
Abakan
A little-known area in the Krasnoyarsk district. I've seen exactly one postmark, from the capital, and this a late
usage of an Imperial postmark. Difficult case ...
Yakut ASSR

27-4-1922
present
Yakutsk
The upper-righthand comer of Siberia, and a very chilly place indeed. Collecting the
postmarks is quite a challenge! Bilingual examples (Cyrillic - Expanded Latin at first,
Cyrillic - Expanded Cyrillic later during the 1930s) have been recorded by
Sasbenkov(1989).

Jewish AO

7-5-1934
present
Birobidzhan
A chunk of Eastern Siberia, close to Khabarovsk. Early postmarks are very exotic, as
they are bilingual Russian/Hebrew! Once again I can refer to Andrew Cronin's
groundbreaking 1980 article. Postmarks are VERY RARE, and are occasionally offered
at huge prices in the "Judaica" section of auction catalogues.

ASSRs and AOs in other union republics
NAME
FROM:
TO:
Abkhaz ASSR (Georgla) 9
3-1-1921
?
Adzhar ASSR (Georgia)
16-6-1921
present
South-Os.fflian AO (Georgia)
20-4-1922
?
See Micbalove(1990) for notes on these three Georgian areas.

Nakhichevan AO (Azerb.)
Nakhichevan ASSR (Azerb.)
Nagomo-Karabakh AO (Azerb.)
..l<EP,-

~

A22 OS!S
~
~

A

~

?-1-1921
9-2-1924
7-4-1923

9-2-1924
?
?

CAPITAL
Sukhumi
Batumi

Tskhinvali/Staliniri(l934-1961)

Nakhichevan
Nakhichevan
Khankendy/Stepanakert(l923)

Two small, mountainous and thinly populated areas in Azerbaijan, of which postmarks

are rarely seen. A 1925 postmarlc from Stepanakert is in Cyrilllc:/Exleoded-Latin, lhe
latter_ alpbabe~ being in use in Azerbaijan long before it was introduced in the other
Turkic repubhcs.

~Ara~1c;>

Kara-Kalpak AO (Uzbek.)
16-2-1925
20-3-1932
Pristanskii
Kara-Kalpak ASSR (Uzbek.)
20-3-1932
?
Pristanskii/Nukus(l960?)
Gomo-Badakhshan AO (Tadzh.) 2-1-1925
Khorog
?
The two most exotic ethnic republics. I haven't seen any pre-1940 postmarks, sorry.

9
Hereby bangs a tale. Abkbazia actually started out as a union republic, and was a signatory to the
foundation of the USSR. It became a part of the Transcaucasian SFSR while still technically a union
republic, while the other three Transcaucasian republics did not have this status. Abkbazia was downgraded
to an ASSR within the Georgian SSR (within the Transcaucasian SFSR within the USSR!) in 1931.
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Evolution of other union republics
NAME
FROM:
TO:
CAPITAL
Belorussian SSR
1-1-1919
31-12-1991 Minsk
Belarus'
1-1-1992
present
Minsk
I don't know of any articles on this subject. Bilingual postmarks, very similar to those used in Ukraine but of
course in Russian and Belorussian, both in the Cyrillic alphabet.
Moldavian ASSR (within Ukr.)
12-10-1924 2-8-1940
Tiraspol'
Moldavian SSR
2-8-1940
31-12-1991 Kishinev
Moldova
1-1-1992
present
Kishinev/Chisinau
Moldavia has received ample attention by, once again, Cronin(1989). Cyrillic/Latin postmarks were the norm.
30-12-1922
Ukrainian SSR
Ukraine
1-1-1992
Pitifully under-researched. It's a disgrace.

31-12-1991
present

Kharkov, Kiev(1934)
Kiev

Georgian SSR
Armenian SSR
Azerbaidjan SSR
Transcaucasian SFSR10
Georgia
Armenia
Azerbaidjan
Each of these deserves a monograph.

25-2-1921
31-12-1991 Tbilisi
29-11-1920 31-12-1991 Erevan
28-4-1920
31-12-1991 Baku
12-3-1922
5-12-1936
Baku?
1-1-1992
present
Tbilisi
1-1-1992
present
Erevan
1-1-1992
present
Baku
Up to now, only Georgia has received attention by Michalove(1993).

Kazakh ASSR11
Kazakh SSR
Kazakhstan

26-8-1920
5-12-1936
1-1-1992

5-12-1936
31-12-1991
present

Vernyi/Alma-Ata(1921)
Alma-Ata
Alma-Ata/Almaty

. Kara-Kirgiz AO
Kirgiz ASSR
Kirgiz SSR
Kyrgyzstan

14-10-1924
1-2-1926
5-12-1936
1-1-1992

1-2-1926
5-12-1936
31-12-1991
present

Pishpek
Pishpek/Frunze(1926)
Frunze
Frunze/Bishkek

Tadzhik ASSR (within Uzb.SSR)
Tadzhik SSR
Tadzhikistan

14-10-1924
16-10-1929
1-1-1992

16-10-1929
31-12-1991
present

Dyushambe/Stalinabad(1929)
Stalinabad/Dushanbe(1961)
Dushanbe

Turkmen SSR
Turkmenistan

27-10-1924
1-1-1992

31-12-1991
present

Ashkhabad
Ashkhabad/Ashgabat

Uzbek SSR
Uzbekistan

27-10-1924
1-1-1992

31-12-1991
present

Samarkand, Tashkent(1930)
Tashkent/Toshkent

10

The Transcaucasian SFSR, which united the three Transcaucasian republics, was a founder member
of the USSR on 30-12-1922. It was abolished on 5-12-1936, when the three constituent SSRs became
members of the USSR directly, rather than through this odd "super union-republic".
11

28

Initially called "Kirgiz ASSR" !
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Top: bilingual "CHECHERSK GOM. I CHACHEHRSK" from the Belorussian SSR on a "Special Post" letter.
Below: bilingual ALMA-ATA POCHTAMT from Kazakh SSR. The letter "b" in the lower half is pronounced "y",
so the Expanded-Latin really reads ALMATY POCHTAMTY
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The five Central Asian republics generally show the same pattern of Cyrillic/Arabic postmarks being replaced by
Cyrillic/Expanded-Latin postmarks in the late 1920s. Examples are about as difficult to find, if not more
difficult, as from the Imperial period. Note that the Bukharan and Khivan states remained technically independent until they were swallowed by that odd construction, the Uzbek SSR, see e.g. Allworth(1990) for the
unpleasant details. Postmarks from the early years are quite scarce, and Imperial postmarks had a long life in
these republics.
This listing has been made up to date as much as possible - well beyond the period under scrutiny in this
article - in order to allow location of the capital cities on present-day maps. The final demise of the USSR is
taken as 31 December 1991, although many union republics had already declared independence by then.
Showing typical specimens of the postmarks of all these areas would be a herculean task, and the illustrations
here can only give a taste of this huge and challenging group of postmarks.
It should be noted that, although the illustrations show postmarks of ordinary post offices, railway station
offices, telegraph offices and even TPO marks were sometimes also "bilingualised". So theoretically, a
Yakutsk - Ust'-Kuta sli.ip mark in Russian and Yakut could be out there! To add to the confusion, from the
Ukrainian SSR, "monolingual" postmarks (completely in Ukrainian) are also known, and this group includes at
least two TPO marks. (TPOs 68 and 177 used marks inscribed e.g. POSHT. 68 VAG.)
Summarising, this last group of postmarks is probably .a collecting field at least as diverse . and challenging as
railway marks or indeed any other group of postmarks. And very little has been published about this subject until
now. But consider the fact that some of these ASSRs/AOs were sparsely populated areas with few post offices
and a small volume of mail, and that postmarks are scarce to rare as a result, and the absence of literature
becomes a little easier to understand. Bilingual postmarks of the union republics themselves are the easiest to
find - although early postmarks from the Central Asian republics are hardly common - and Peter
Michalove(1993) has shown us all the way in his recent article on the Georgian SSR. The Ukrainian SSR is
ridiculously under-researched, but even a relatively large ASSR such as the (Volga) Tatar ASSR has yet to
receive attention in the philatelic journals. As .these SSRs, ASSRs and AOs are the forerunners of today's
independent states (SSRs) and - allegedly - stamp-issuing territories (ASSRs and AOs), they deserve more
attention than they have received thus far.

A long list of omissions
As I have spent a considerable percentage of this article bemoaning the absence of literature on various subjects,
I might as well own up that this article is terribly incomplete. For one thing, while I refer to "postmarks"
constantly, this article really confines itself to datestamps, marking devices that not only cancel the franking but
also contain a date. Dateless markings cancelling the franking {true cancellers) are extremely scarce or
nonexistent from this period, but there are many others classes of postal markings I've gleefully ignored, such as
postage due markings, instructional markings,. censor marks, registration markings, and so on.
I suppose that labels are first cousins to postal markings, and I've ignored them. Sue me!
And finally, many of the subjects I've only skimmed in this article could do with a great deal of attention on
their own. Every single paragraph could lead to a specialised collection - I'm having an awful lot of fun with
Crimean postmarks, for instance - or just to an interesting sideline. Covers from this period are more plentiful at
present than they have ever been before as a result of the intensified contact between the countries of the former
USSR and the West, so there is no better time to investigate the postmarks of this extraordinary 14-year period.
(with thanks to George Henderson, Peter Michalove, Philip Robinson and a cast of thousands)
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The B.S.R.P. Expertising Committee

Does that cover or stamp fill you with a feeling of foreboding? Worried that it might not be genuine? Well, the
B.S.R.P. can offer help. The Expertising Committee will examine the dubious item in question, and apply the
considerable expertise it commands to give you an answer one way or another.
If you have items you wish to have expertised, get in touch with the Secretary of the Expertising Committee:
E.G. Peel,
41 Norwood Drive,
Harrow,
Middx HA2 7PF,
England.
If you do send the items themselves through the post, please use some form of registered or insured mail.
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Experiences in a Russian post office
M. Torreggiani
I had arrived in Moscow early Sunday morning and had survived both a harrowing taxi ride and a substantial
wait sitting on the floor at Vnukovo Airport before arriving at Mineralnye Vody. Now I was almost there:
Pyatigorsk in the Northern Caucasus. What lay before me was a week of visiting schools and local sights.
Friends had asked me to send them postcards from the area and I also wanted to send some packets to friends
within the C.I.S .. I hoped the latter would save on postage!
Eventually I got to a post office, its presence only being betrayed by a blue post box outside. Once inside I
began my attempt to · send one of my packets. The questioning began. What was in the packet? Do you want to
insure it? Is it valuable? Once the formalities were over, the form filling began. You have to fill in four of these
forms, I was told. So my interpreter began writing; once finished we handed the forms back and were met with
"Nyet" - you have missed out "Stavropol Krai", you must do them again. When we returned with the corrected
forms the packet was officially and expertly wrapped in spite of its strong envelope, then stamped. A receipt was
given showing total cost (shown below), but no other documentation .
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Whilst we were filling in the forms quite an argument developed between the staff and another customer who
was trying to cash a money order. Unfortunately the post office could not honour it as there was not enough
money in the till. Nothing was resolved and the customer left without her money. A sure sign of inflation and
shortage of banknotes. The post office also sold greetings cards and postcards, so I was able to purchase a
quantity of the latter. The local view cards were typical of the old regime and were still stamped with 5-kopeck
imprints. They cost 300 roubles each, which included postage within Russia. Whilst purchasing my cards I
witnessed local letters being franked with "DOPLATA" in an oval to show that postage had been paid. Each
letter was countersigned by the clerk and then accounted for in a ledger.
Once my four postcards were written they had to be dispatched. My interpreter took me to the railway station
post office to purchase the extra stamps and post the cards. We arrived to find the office had been closed and
was now only a telegraph office. It had a postbox, so I posted a couple of letters; having done that we went off
to find another post office. On arrival we were greeted by being told that if we wanted to cash a money order it
was no good, they didn't have any banknotes! Finally my cards were stamped and then put into a postbox. The
only sad thing about the whole exercise is that the cards still have not reached their destination three months
later, while the letters have!
About my visit to Pyatigorsk: should you get the opportunity to go there, don't turn it down - I'm returning as
soon as possible!
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Post-Soviet Azerbaijan: imperforates and surcharges
Trevor Pateman
Ivo Steyn (BJRP 78, p.40) asks for more information about what is going on here. I can contribute the following
information:

DSR Holdings Ltd
This company, with an office in Guernsey, is an agency of La Poste, French government security printers based
in Perigueux. After 1991 it secured a number of non-exclusive contracts to print stamps for various post-Soviet
governments and administrations, and to market them itself to the philatelic trade. An October 1994 price list is
shown to illustrate the range of issues that DSR offers.
Sometime in 1993, I saw a DSR advertisement in Britain's Stamp Magazine offering new issue material for retail
sale,' and replied asking about the availability of more exotic items, such as proofs and colour trials. I was able
to obtain individual colour trials and an imperforate sheet of 25 pairs of the Aliyev and Map stamps illustrated in
BJRP 78, page 41 - in the original printing with Nakhichevan erroneously rendered 'Haxcivan'. I was also
supplied with proof of the quantity prepared on the La Poste document illustrated below: this shows that 8 sheets
of colour trials were prepared ( = 50 pairs each of four different trials, perforated) and 4 sheets imperforate ( =
100 pairs). The material was sold to me at a substantial but negotiated price, based in part on my assessment of
what a sane collector would want to pay for such material.
..
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Top: figure 1, .A°liyev imperfs on cover from Baku (18-2-1994) to Lewes, UK (1-3-1994)
Below: figure 2, Resulzadeh imperf on cover from Baku (16-3,1995) to Lewes, UK (30-3-1995)
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PRICELIST

OCTOBER 1994

AZERBAIDJAN
- Pdt Aleiev + map
- Pdt Aleiev + map SIS 2
- Rasulzade
- Mammedgulizade
- Nobel brothers set
4V

"SIS
- Minerals set
4V
- FOC Minerals set
- Minerals sheetlet
- FDC Minerals sheellet

2V
25 man
US$
2V
25man
1V
15 man
1V in a pair
20 man
15-20-25-50 man
50man
5-10-15-20 man
4V
4V - 6starnps
4V - 6 "

0.50
5.50
0.70
0.80
2.20
1.00
1.80
2.50
2.00
2 .50

!<_A_i.AK~I.Ali
- Pdt Nazerbaiev

1V

100 R

0.10

KIRGHISTAN
- Independence Day
1V
50 T
- United Nations
1V
60 T
- Independence+ United Nations SIS 2V 120+130T unperf.
• FDC lndependanr.e OAy
- FDC United Nations
- Music Instrument (Komouz) 1V 30 T
- Music Instrument SIS Perforate 140 T
- Music Instrument SIS Unperforate

o. 1o
0.12
1.85
0.88
1 .00
0.06
8.62
10.34

TURKMENISTAN
- Nobel Brothers
- FDC Nobel brothers
- Nobel Brothers
- FOC Nobel brothers

4V

1-1.5-2-3 man

4V

2 . 10
2. 80

SIS

5 man

0 .90

8 X 3 man

1.40
4.00

SIS
sheetlet

I.lBAS..e_QJ..:.TRANSDtilEllB
- Winter Olympics
3V + 1 SIS
3V + SIS
2 covers
-Winter Olympics FDC
- 50th Anniversary of liberation
SIS
1000
- Pouchkine
SIS
1000+250
-Animals set 4V + SIS 4X100 + 1000
- Animals
SIS cat 1000
- Country map current serie 3 V: A-B-V

1.38
2.38
2. 00
2.50
2.80
2. 00
0.30

AJIXHAZIA
-Map
- FIRg

1V
1V

- Winter Olympic~

fiV

-me map + flag

300
300

0.30
0.30
1.25
3.15

A pricelist from DSR Holdings Ltd.
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Of the remaining three imperforate sheets, I believe that one was sold to a Paris dealer (Silombra) - a fact I
discovered accidentally as a result of walking into his shop - and another sold to Germany. One sheet was
retained by DSR.
I stuck some of my imperforates on cover - one pair per cover - and sent them to a correspondent in Baku,
asking him to complete the franking and send the covers back as registered mail. The cover illustrated in fig.1 is
postmarked Baku 18-2-1994, the receiver on the reverse is for Lewes 1-3-1994. About half a dozen such covers
exist. Silombra did not make covers, and I know of no others. My Baku correspondent experienced no difficulty
in getting the imperforate stamps accepted as part franking, and all the covers arrived safely, to my considerable
surprise and delight.
I bought small quantities of imperforates of subsequent issues from Silombra, since I could not afford the outlay
on whole sheets, and repeated the exercise of sending some of them to Baku to be postally used on covers to me.
An example is the Resulzadeh imperforate on cover in fig.2, cancelled Baku 16-3-1995, receiver eds Lewes 303-1995. Print runs of these later imperforates gradually increased (for example, I understand 360 imperforate
series of the Nobel set were produced), but I understand that a proportion were now sent to Baku for local
distribution, at the insistence of the Azerbaijani authorities. In the case of the Nobel set of four, I understand that
288 out of 360 sets (which were printed in sheets of 36) went to Baku. For all I know, the authorities in Baku
learnt ef the existence of the earlier imperforates from the examples I sent there for postal use!
It is noteworthy that DSRs October 1994 price list does not include imperforates of Azerbaijan, whereas it does
for Kirgistan. This is consistent with the former having been issued in very small quantities.
It should also be noted that DSR did not seek an exclusive contract to print stamps for Azerbaijan. Commemorative and definitive issues have been prepared by other printers as well, and definitive issues have been
surcharged locally.
These surcharged issues are of considerable interest, since they are both in regular postal use and include errors
and varieties which have been sold for hard currency in the Baku Post Office. As it may be some time before
these surcharges appear in SG part 10, I offer a resume of information available to me below.

.....

• AZ8RBAYCAN

•••••••••••

•••
•
•••
••

500M,

.•

..•••

OOyTU

..

1993

•

AZaRBAYCAN POCTU

-=400

M.
199C

figure 3: a smorgasbord of Azeri surcharges
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1994 surcharges

18 January: on unissued "lran-Azerbaidjan cooperation" stamp
SG 133
2m
on 15q
(SG 126)
SG 134
20 m on 15q
(SG 126)
SG 135
25 m on 15q
(SG 126)
SG 136
50 m on 15q
(SG 126)
22 February: on "parliament" definitives
SG 137
5m
on lm
(SG 125)
SG 138
10 m on 30q
(SG 123)
SG 139
15 m on 30q
(SG 123)
SG 140
20 m on 50q
(SG 124)
SG 141
25 m on lm
(SG 125)
SG 142
40 m on 50q
(SG 124)
SG 143
50 m on 25q
(SG 122)
SG 144
100 m on 25q
(SG 122)
Varieties
There is variation in the length of the bars obliterating the old value, from 5mm to 8mm.
As each sheet accomodated two surcharged values, on the left and right halves of the sheet, the
following se-tenant combinations exist as horizontal pairs: 15 and 10, 25 and 5, 40 and 20; 100 and
50. I presume these were sold over the philatelic counter.
17 October: on surcharged "Caspian Sea" stamp
number issued
SG 182
400 m on 25q on 15k
(SG 84B)
20,016
Varieties
Sheet format is 6 x 6. In position 35, the old surcharged value '25q' is obliterated by "morse-code"
dots and dashes rather than by straight lines. In positions 6 and 36, the surcharge reads 'm.400'
rather than '400 m.'. In 6 positions (l?,7,13,19,25,31) the lines covering the old surcharged value
of 25q are shorter than normal (9mm against 11mm).
It is probable that at least the first two varieties were sold separately over the philatelic counter for hard
currency. If the total print run of 20,016 (556 sheets) is correct, then 556 copies exist of the first variety and
1112 of the second.
1995 surcharges

· 4 January:
SG 204
SG 205
SG206
SG 207
SG208
SG209
SG210
SG 211

on "ruins" definitives
250m on lOq green
250 m on 20q red
250m on 50q yellow
250m on 1.50m blue
500m on 50q blue
500m on lm pink
500m on 2.50m yellow
500 m on Sm green
Errors
250 m on 50q blue
500m on 50q yellow
Varieties
There is considerable variety

number issued
(SG
(SG
(SG
(SG
(SG
(SG
(SG
(SG

89)
90)

91)
92)
101)
102)
103)
104)

13,410
12,150
11,475
13,410
10,575
9,900
9,900
12,060

(SG 101)
(SG 91)
in the lines obliterating the old value.
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Top: figure 4, surcharges on travelled FDC from Baku (4-1-1995) to Lewes, UK (24-1-1995)
Below: figure 5, 500M. surcharge included in franking on cover to Obukhov, Ukraine (15-2-1995).
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The typography is quite crude. From positional blocks, it is clear that ~ plate was used to obliterate the old
values for both the 250m and 500m surcharges. The constant position of both '250m' and '500m' relative to the
bars suggests that these values were plugged into slots in the plate, to accomplish the overprinting of the two
series.
See travelled First Day cover in fig.4 (Baku 4-1-1995 to Lewes 24-1-1995), and the commercial usage of the
500m/2.50m as part franking to Obukhov, Ukraine (Baku 2-2-1995, Obukhov 15-2-1995), illustrated in fig.5.

number issued

28 February: on "posthorn" definitives
SG 225
SG 226
SG 227

100 m on
250 m on
500 m on
Varieties
The length
unknown.

Sm rose
10m emerald
20m blue

(SG 165)
(SG 166)
(SG 167)

450,000
378,000
378,000

of the bar obliterating the old value varies from 6mm to 7mm - positional varieties

7 July 1995: on "postborn" definitives
SG ?
400 m on 25m yellow
SG ?
900 m on 40m brown
Varieties
See previous issue.

number issued
(SG 168)
(SG 169)

7 July 1995: on surcharged "Caspian Sea" stamps
SG ?
200 m on 2.50m on 15k (SG ?) 7,200
600 m on 35q on 15k
(SG ?) 7,200
SG ?
SG ?
800 m on 50q on 15k
(SG ?) 7,200
SG ?
1000 m on 1.50m on 15k (SG ?) 7,200

18,000
18,000

number issued

Note: SG catalogue numbers are as published in Gibbons Stamp Monthly. may change when these issues are
included in the next edition of the relevant catalogue, and are copyright Stanley Gibbons Limited 1995.

Classified advertisements

Wanted to trade: postal history ex-USSR republics 1992-1996 European rates, and special markings. I have rates
to Canada/USA, military, jail markings, missent, etc. Paul Burega, 16 Aldgate Crescent, Nepean, Ont. Canada
K2J 2G4. Note: I am sometimes slow to respond, due to work & family pressures.

q you want to have your advertisement placed in the BJRP. send the text (preferably 2-3 lines maximum) to the
Editor at the editorial address.
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The Tridents of Kiev, L'vov and Chernigov (II)
Ivo Steyn
(Continued from BJRP 78)

Varieties or makulatura?
The best-known variety of this issue is the inverted overprint, which can be found for all values. However, it is
extremely unclear if these varieties were produced during the initial print run (and if so, by accident or by
design; if the latter, we are dealing with makulatura, varieties made for sale to collectors) or later, in a separate
operation. In the latter case, these varieties would not belong to the official issue and should therefore be
categorised and stigmatised as fakes or forgeries.
Although some inverted overprints were available on the market almost immediately after the stamps were
issued, others did not appear until much later. Complete sets of inverted overprints can now be bought for a few
pounds, and I don't believe for a second these are legit.
Other varieties include double overprints (recorded by Bylen & Kuzych in Ukrainian Philatelist No.69/70 for a
few values) and shifted overprints, but I regard these with equal suspicion. The flood of bogus material to be
described below has tainted everything related to this issue, and even if varieties were accidentally produced and
put on sale, it's hard or impossible to separate them from the later productions.

The Trident Apocalypse
Sadly, the appearance of the Kiev Tridents signalled the start of a flood of similar material on the market. I
would divide all these dodgy issues into four categories:

1. Borisfen Moonlighting (Neudrucke)
The original overprint plates were almost certainly used to produce further material after the official work had
ended, and Occam's Razor suggests this was done by people within the Borisfen printing firm itself. I'd like to
resurrect a term from the philately of Ukrainian Trident overprints of 1918-1920 and and call these Neudrucke,
New Printings. Difficult or impossible to distinguish them from the original issue, of course, but their sheer
flamboyance often gives them away. Such Neudrucke exist as overprints on the wrong stamp, in the wrong
colour, and so on, so if it isn't listed as being part of the original issue it may be one of these things. Many of
them have been marketed as "proofs" or "essays", but this is rubbish. This is Rubbish!

2. Forgeries
Yes, there have been forgeries, probably more to defraud collectors than to defraud the post. Some of these
forgeries are easy to spot, others are so good they may belong in category 1 above. Forgeries apparently have
been produced both in Ukraine and in Russia, and possibly even further afield. There are lots of them.

3. Imitations
Tridents like the ones produced for Kiev, L'vov and Chernigov have been produced for a number of cities.
These are not attempts to duplicate the Kiev design, but Kiev-like designs, ranging from virtual twins to distant
cousins. The only legitimate issue appears to be that of three stamps from Chernivtsi, values lR, 3R and SR, all
overprinted in shades of brown. All other Kiev-like designs were at best unauthorised by any postal authorities,
at worst blatant fakes.

4. Mutants
This last category is reserved for Trident designs which make no attempt to imitate the Kiev design: wholly
separate designs, which happen to consist of a Trident and a new value. Again, the vast majority of them are
nasty little bits of private enterprise, but (some of) the overprints produced in Zaporozhe and Melitopol' may
have been genuine local issues. But I'm not overly optimistic.
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Postal rates in Belarus' 1992-1995
Matthew Kahane
(Editor's introduction: in early 1996, I received a substantial file of official Belarusian postal circulars dealing
with postal rates from Mr. Kahane, who had amassed this file during his stay in Belarus' in 1992-1995. The
circulars have been donated to the BSRP library so that all members can benefit from Mr. Kahane's foresight.
The circulars go into great detail concerning postal rates, and the following is an excerpt dealing with the
categories of mail the average collector is most likely to encounter. For the full text of the circulars the reader is
reje"ed to the BSRP library)
The following is based on official notices of postal rates which have been in effect in Belarus' since the autumn
of 1992, together with some notes on postal rates which I collected while I was working in Belarus' (September
1992 - July 1995). I am afraid they are not complete in all cases, as I did not always catch up with some
changes.
Belarus' maintained the distinction between postal rates for individuals and State enterprises on the one hand,
and for non-State enterprises on the other hand, originally for mail to all destinations. From 1 November 1993
onwards, this distinction was abolished for international mail.
For the whole period covered, "international" maens all destinations outside the 12 CIS republics, so the Baltic
States were considered "international", and there was no differentiation between geographical zones of the world.
Beginning in mid-1992, Belarus' introduced its own banknotes, which circulated in parallel with Soviet and
Russian notes (until Russia withdrew the latter from circulation outside the Russian Federation in July 1993).
The unit of currency was the "rubel", one Belarusian rubel being equal to 10 Soviet/Russian roubles. All prices
for all purposes, however, continued to be expressed in Soviet/Russian roubles, including those of postage
stamps and stationery. Thus one paid with a banknote denominated "50 Belarusian kopecks" for a stamp with a
face value of 5 roubles.
1. in early September 1992 (when I arrived in Belarus) the cost of an international airmail letter weighing up to
20 gr was 5 roubles.
2. effective 15.10.1992:
international rates for non-State enterprises and organisations.

weight

letter(surface)

letter(air)

registration

0-20g
20-lOOg

20.00
50.00

30.00
75.00

+40.00
+40.00

3. effective 30.11.1992: my own note of CIS rates (international ones remained the same). [I now cannot lay my
hands on this, but will send it when and if I find it again).
4. effective 01.02.1993:
(a) domestic rates, for organisations.

weight

letter

registration

0-20g
every add.20g

3.00
2.00

+3.00

(b) CIS rates, for individuals and State organisations (1), for non-State enterprises etc (2).
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weight
0-20g
20-lOOg

letter(sur[. I)
15.00
45.00

letter(sur[. 2)
20.00
50.00

letterfair. I 1
25.00
70.00

letter(air. 2)
30.00
75.00

reg.I reg.2
+ 10.00 +40.00

(c) international rates, for individuals and State organisations (1), for non-State enterprises etc (2).
reg.I reg.2
letter(air,2)
letter(air.J)
letter(surf.2)
letterfsurf.J)
weight
+50.00 + 120.00
150.00
100.00
100.00
60.00
0-20g

»~g

1~~

5. effective 01.06.1993:
(a) domestic rates, for organisations.
letter
weight
10.00
0-20g
every add.20g 4.00

~oo

~oo

m~

registration
+10.00

(b) CIS rates, for individuals and State organisations (1), for non-State enterprises etc (2).

NOTE: international rates did not change.
letter(sur[.2)
letter(surf.J)
weight
30.00
20.00
0-20g
50.00
45.00
20-lOOg

letterfair. I 1
40.00
70.00

letter(air.2)
50.00
75.00

reg.I reg.2
+20.00 +~.00

6. effective 10.08.1993:
domestic rates, for organisations; my impression is that CIS and international rates did not change.
letter
registration
weight
+10.00
10.00
0-20g
5.00
every add.20g
7. effective O1.11.1993:
(a) domestic rates, for organisations.
letter
weight
20.00
0-20g
every add.20g 10.00

registration
+20.00

(b) CIS rates, for individuals and State organisations (1), for non-State enterprises etc (2).

weight
0-20g
20-lOOg

letter(surf.J)
40.00
90.00

letterfsur[.2)
60.00
100.00

letter(air.J)
80.00
140.00

letter(air.2)
100.00
150.00

reg.I

~

+40.00 + 160.00

(c) international rates (the distinction between categories of senders was abolished)
registration
letter(air)
letter(sur()
weight
+350.00
600.00
300.00
0-20g
1500.00
750.00
20-lOOg
8. effective 10.01.1994:
(a) domestic rates, for organisations.
letter
weight
0-20g
30.00
every add.20g 15.00
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(b) international rates (from 1 February 1994)

weight

letterfsurQ

letter(air)

registration

0-20g
20-lOOg

700.00
2600.00

1500.00
3600.00

+700.00

The following is from my manuscript note of the information posted up in the Minsk GPO about CIS rates:

Category of sender

Item

Surface di!

individuals and
State organisations
non-State enterprises

postcard
letter < 20 gr
postcard
letter < 20 gr

90
120
120
180

150
240
180
300

9. On 20 August 1994, the Belarusian Government decreed that, effective immediately, all prices for goods and
services were to be expressed in Belarusian roubles, i.e. they would correspond to the face value of the bank
notes (by this stage only Belarusian bank notes were in circulation, apart from US dollars and Deutschemarks).
There was no immediate change in postal rates and metered mail shows that the charges were simply reduced to
a tenth of their previous level, but there was considerable confusion in post offices for quite a while.
10. At some point in the autumn of 1994, postage rates were adjusted, with the face value of stamps being
payable in the corresponding number of Belarusian roubles (i.e., their cost increased ten times) and I have a
manuscript note that international rates became:
letter 0-20 gr: surface 140 roubles, air 300 roubles
letter 20-100 gr:
air 720 roubles
All rates from now on are in Belarusian roubles.

11. Effective 01.12.1994:
domestic rates, for individuals and organisations

weight

letter

registration

0-20g
every add.20g

30.00
10.00

+20.00

letter(surQ

letter(air)

registration

1200.00
3700.00
300.00

1800.00
5500.00
500.00

+1000.00

12. Effective 29.12.1994:
international rates.

weight
0-20g
20-lOOg
postcard:

letter:

13. Effective 11.01.1995:
CIS rates, for individuals and State organisations (1), for non-State enterprises etc (2).

weight

letter(surO

letter(air)

registration

0-20g
20-lOOg

300.00
800.00

450.00
1000.00

+500.00

14. Effective 16.01.1995:
domestic rates, for individuals and organisations.

weight

letter

registration

0-20g
every add.20g

60.00
20.00

+40.00
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Finlandia 95: a personal appreciation
Ivo Steyn
(J'his belated appreciation was supposed to appear in the previous issue, but publication was postponed for
reasons too tedious to mention. It is hoped the sentiments expressed herein are timeless enough to be relevant
one year after the event in question took place... )
From May 10th to May 15th, 1995, the Helsinki Fair Centre was home to an international exhibition under FIP
and FEPA patronage. It was an unusual exhibition, as it was confined to postal history and postal stationery.
Add to that the announcement that a symposium on Russian philately was to take place during the exhibition, and
a visit to Helsinki seemed like a very good idea. It was.
To start with the city itself, the fact that there was still melting snow to be seen (May!) was a bit of a shock to
us decadent lower-latitude types, but once the shock had worn off, Helsinki turned out to be a lovely city, well
worth a visit or two. I can recommend the chocolate and the coffee to any visitor.
The exhibition itself was an glorious affair for Russophiles, as there was an enormous amount of Russian (and,
of course, Finnish) material on view. Collectors from all over the world had sent their collections to dazzle the
visitors, and in many cases had turned up in person as well. Any selection will do appalling injustice to the
exhibits not singled out for mention, but I was particularly impressed by M. Dobin's wonderful Russian prestamp markings, including the famous 1765 St.Petersburg cover illustrated in his book and many other wonderful
covers besides; Harry von Hofmann's lovely collection of Imperial Russian registered mail; V.Denis Vandervelde's astonishing collection of 18th century Russian mail expedited by forwarding agents; Norman Banfield's
WWl censored mail, with many rarities; and in particular, M. Fran~is Piat's jaw-dropping, pulling-hair-out-inclumps-it's-so-beautiful, utterly wonderful collection of mail from the various theatres of the Crimean War,
which included too many treasures to list here and was justly rewarded with the Grand Prix International, for
which many congratulations!
The Court of Honour also contained two outstanding collections of Russian material. Raymond Casey's "Russian
post in the Far East" is now completely off the scale in terms of completeness, rarity content and attractiveness.
Uncontrollable drooling was a common response among the audience. Sven Kraul's famous collection of Latvian
forerunners (pre-1917) was also a treasure-house of rarities. Postmarks of which only one or two are in
existence are not only represented in this collection, they're represented by beautiful covers.
I have heard that the levels of the awarded medals were a source of disgruntlement to some collectors from the
USA and Canada, but I have not heard similar complaints from European or Asian exhibitors, so perhaps this is
due to some unfathomable cultural divide. My own meagre exhibit was amply rewarded, to perhaps I'm inclined
to be forgiving in this regard ...
Seeing the exhibits is one thing, meeting the collectors is an additional pleasure, and it was great fun to meet
(finally!) Timo Bergholm (whose fine collection of Russian railway marks received a Vermeil medal on its
international debut appearance), Bart Samyn and Brigitte Balanck from Belgium (so near ... ), Chrisler Warfvinge
from Sweden (whose summary of an ideal meeting of the Swedish Society of Russian Philately sounded like a
good way to spend an evening, if enough aspirin is available the next day), Yakup Nakri from Turkey (that we
should meet in Finland, of all places), Jonas Michelson (from South Africa), Ray Pietruszka (from the USA) and
particularly Alexander Epstein from Tallinn, whose articles are everywhere but whom I had never met in person.
And of course there were many old friends and recent aquaintances to greet again.
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A particularly good occasion to meet all these collectors was organised on May 12th, when the Finnish Society
of Russian Philately organised what I believe to have been the world's first Symposium on Russian Philately. In
a pleasant room, a very enjoyable and interesting day was spent by about 50 collectors from all over the world
who, bien etonnes de se trouver ensemble, were given 5 extremely interesting lectures on various aspects of
Russian philately, with an emphasis on postal history.
The Symposium was ably led by Kari Rahiala who did not only greet the audience, introduce speakers, invite
questions after each lecture and assist with the slides but who also happened to chair Finlandia 95's organising
committee. A busy man .. .
The audience was kept spellbound with some excellent lectures. The first speaker was Kaj Hellman (also a
member of the organising committee) who found time in his busy schedule to summarise some of the problems
and possibilities facing collectors who study the interaction between the Russian and Finnish postal systems. He
was followed by BSRP stalwart Raymond Casey who told the extraordinary tale of Charles Mitchell Grant and
the early years of the Russian post in China, hopefully soon to be retold in the BJRP.
After a delightful lunch, presented by the organisers of next year's Moscow 1997 World Exhibition, the
philatelic delights resumed with Harry von Hofmann's survey of early registered material from Imperial Russia,
a very interesting story which has since been published in Yamshchik. Al Kugel gave a survey of postal history
connected to the Allied Interventions during the Russian Civil War, illustrating his talk with slides of some
astonishing covers. The one that hurt the most was a card sent from a Greek ship in Sevastopol' h~bour!
Finally, Alexander Ilyushin gave a very interesting and entertaining account of the changes that have overtaken
the collectors living in the former USSR since 1991.
The whole event was a great success, and one worthy of quick repetition. And that can be said of the exhibition
as a whole as well. I'm waiting eagerly for Finlandia 199X.

Above: the Editor promises that the BJRP will be published on a regular schedule from now on. Timo Bergholm,
Tony Speekcaert and Ray Pietrustl<a receive this news with badly-disguised scepticism... (from left to right: TB,
IS, TS, RP) Photo courtesy of Philip Robinson.
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Notes from collectors
More on the Longitude Question
The note on unusual zero-longitude points used on Russian maps prompted a response from Howard Weinert. He
wrote: "I looked through some of my books and atlases and discovered that most of my Russian maps do not use
Greenwich as 00 longitude. For instance, the following all use Pulkovo as the prime meridian:
Official Guide to the Great Siberian Railway (1900)
Atlas of Asiatic Russia (1914)
Official Railway and Steamship Guide (1915)
Complete Geographical Description of Our Fatherland (1903)
An encyclopedic dictionary by Pavlenkov (1913) gives longitude from Pulkovo along the top of the map and
from Ferro along the bottom.
It seems there was a nationalistic aspect to map making. Having just visited Greenwich this past summer, it
certainly gets my vote."

More on the "Odessa baking powder" cover
Boris Pritt's article "Baking powder from Odessa - genuine or fake", elicited an illuminating response from
S.Serebrakian Inc., the well-known stamp dealers from Monroe, New York: "I cannot speak for all "Baking
powder covers" (obviously, they are philatelic), but those that we sold came from my husband's holdings, and
there is nothing recent about them. As you may know, my husband Souren Serebrakian was a well-known stamp
dealer, here and in Europe, specialising in many areas. These "covers" were acquired many, many years ago
and should be viewed for what they are: philatelic curiosities. The Kronenberg cover, and the Werbizky cover
shown in Pochta 18 come from our holdings. We still have a few left."

BJRP Back Issues
Searching for that indispensable article? Tired of all those empty shelves in your bookcase? Then look no
further I back issues of the British Journal of Russian Philately. the very journal you are reading now, are
available at a very modest price, to wit:

Issue

Price

1,2
3-7
8
9-24
25,26
27,28
29-62
63
64-date

£ 1.00 each
£ 2.00 each
£ 3.00
£ 2.00 each
£ 3.00 each
£ 2.00 each
£ 3.00 each
£5.00
£ 4.00 each

plus postage and packing at cost. All issues are currently available, but that won't last.
Orders to:
Alan Blunt,
13 Auden Close,
Monmouth, Gwent NP5 3NW,
United Kingdom.
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Reviews
YAMSHCHIK/THE POST-RIDER Issue 37 for November 1995.
Journal of the Canadian Society of Russian Philately. 80 p_ages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues)
US$15. All inquiries to CSRP, P.O.Box 5722 Station 'A', Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W 1P2.
Much to admire in this issue, as usual. Harry von Hofmann contributes a fascinating and important article on
early manifestations of registered mail in Imperial Russia, a subject which he presented during the Symposium in
Helsinki. Required reading for postal historians. It is followed by Editor Andrew Cronin's lovely array of items
illustrating a very fine article on Imperial Russian postal rates. I rather suspect the final illustration (of an
insured letter franked with 13 copies of the 5R Romanov stamp) will have caused an increased consumption of
smelling salts in the Birmingham area! The usual fine installments of the zemstvo catalogue, and an update on
the dot-numeral research of Alex Artuchov follow, and then it's another shock as Alexander Epstein summarises
everything known about the stamps of the North-West Army (along with lot of previously unknown information).
I was stunned to see an official document concerning postal rates in the NWA territory; many previously
unrecorded illustrations; the correct interpretation of the abbreviation OKCA and the news that this is really the
NW Army under an old name; and much, much more. The final word on the subject for decades to come.
This is followed by much useful information about so-called Brest-Litovsk Treaty Mail from a host of authors,
another lavish helping of oval station and TPO marks (from the usual suspect), and the other regular, shorter
items that we've come to expect in Yamshchik.
Excellent stuff from cover to cover.

ROSS/CA Issue 125 for October 1995.
Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. 98 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) US$20.
All enquiries to Gary Combs, 8241 Chalet Ct., Millersville MD 21108, USA.
When you see your postman huffing and puffing his way to your door you know another meaty issue of Rossica
is about to claim your spare time. It's difficult to do justice to all articles in this issue, but I was particularly
impressed by Rossica Prez Dave Skipton's investigation of the boxed "Mezhdunarodnoe" markings found on
mail to and from the USSR during the 1950s and 1960s. The theory that these are signs of inspection of the item
of mail in question by the internal security forces, first formulated by V. Kalmykov in Filateliya, is subjected to
rigorous scrutiny, and many examples are shown. Somehow I have the feeling that the story isn't all there yet.
Certainly, the markings are suspicious, altered with a file to be distinguishable and indicative of some sort of
funny business, but the numbers are wrong. And I have seen far too many items of mail bearing either a blurred
strike or no strike at all to be wholly convinced. But it is an intriguing subject, and a worthy subject for a
collection.
Paul Burega looks at Post-Soviet Express and Insured mail in two articles, while two familiar names, Leonard
Tann and Jack Moyes, contribute excellent articles on the Aland Islands and St.Petersburg Residence Permit
adhesives, respectively. Amidst a host of shorter articles, George Werbizky gives a delightful review of
"zemstvo collateral" material, covers and other items related to the zemstvo organisations, but not necessarily to
the zemstvo post.
Look, the message here is very simple: this is a dang fine journal which you should be reading when you're not
perusing the BJRP. Brilliant stuff.

COUECTOR (in Russian) Issue 30 for 1995.
Annual journal, published by the Union of Philatelists of Russia. 144 AS pages, softbound.
It is always a delight to see a new issue of this fine journal. After the last issue entitled Sovetskii Kollektsioner
the first issue under the new name was a very slim affair, but this second issue under the new name is almost as
big as the old 'SovKol' issues used to be.
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And it's not just quantity, it's quality as well. In the posthumous publication of what must have been his last
article, the late V. Karlinskii takes a long hard look at the issue dates of Soviet definitives. After what must have
been an exhausting research project, he presents as much information as he could glean from official publications
and collections for every single Soviet definitive issued up to 1965! Fascinating, and indispensable. B. Kaminskii
reviews some little-known bisects of tsarist stamps while V; Kalmykov looks at censor markings of prisons and
the like, illustrating some lovely examples including one from Eastern Siberia that looks very similar to the mark
described by Philip Robinson in BJRP 79. M. Minskii contributes yet another fine zemstvo study, focusing on
the Osinsk district this time. Routes, rates and the stamps themselves are studied in great detail. Shorter articles
look at previously uncatalogued ODVF labels, private postal services in Kharkov and Petrograd in 1918 and an
odd purported 1922 provisional (an Imperial SR stamp surcharged '50.000'). Postcard collectors will be
delighted with an article on postcards of the town of Feodosiya on the Crimea, while · coin and banknote
collectors are also well-served with a variety of articles.
Yet another excellent issue of (Soviet) Collector.

PHILATELIA BALTICA (in German) Issue 100 for November 1995. ·
Journal of the Latvia Study Group, Germany. 48 AS pages. All enquiries to: Harry von Hofmann,
Postfach 56 01 56, ·D-22551 Hamburg, · Germany.
Congratulations are in order to the Forschungsgemeinschaft Lett1and, the very fine Latvian Study group in
Germany, whose members have produced ·so much vital literature (not to mention extraordinary collections!) in
the complex field of Latvian philately. This, the appearance of the 100th issue of this excellent little journal, is
an event worth celebrating. From a modest, type-written newsletter first produced in 1952, Philatelia Baltica has
grown into one of the foremost journals on matters Latvian. Edited and produced by Harry von Hofmann since
1963 (with a brief interval from 1988 to 1991) it has built up an impressive track-record as a hotbed of philatelic
inquiry, its articles often forming the basis for handbooks.
This issue is no exception, and contains a variety of articles on very different subjects, such as a 1914 stamp
booklet produced in Riga (much rarer than the SPb and Kiev booklets), a new forgery of Latvia No.1, additions
to the Latvia Handbook, new stamps and special postmarks of Latvia, and much more.
An excellent journal, and the Latvia Study Group is to be congratulated on its 100th issue.

CATALOGUE OF THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF RUSSIA 1857-1995 (in Russian)
Published by Tsentroligraf, Moscow. 475 pages, hardbound. Price: 69.50 Dutch guilders plus postage,
from Rossija Philately, Loopplank 6, 9732 EA Groningen, The Netherlands.
Catalogues are in the air, it seems. First we had the outstanding Weinbrecht specialised catalogue of RSFSR and
USSR stamps, and now this, an excellent general catalogue of Russian stamps (Imperial Russia, RSFSR, USSR
and the post-1991 Russian Federation). The level of specialisation is roughly that of the Michel and Stanley
Gibbons catalogues, so varieties and numbers issued are listed, but things like proofs and plate varieties
generally aren't.
The printing is excellent, the best I've seen for any catalogue of Russia. Since every single stamp is illustrated
(as are all miniature sheets), this is not unimportant. There are also very good illustrations to clarify the more
subtle differences between designs, such as those for the 40k definitive of the USSR of which half a dozen types
can be distinguished without even trying very hard.
Prices are in roubles, and have lots of zeroes - a mint No. l will set you back a cool million - but there is a note
in the introduction that due to continuing inflation, prices of pre-1948 stamps have to be multiplied by 10 (and
by less than 10 for later periods), so make that a cool 10 million. At an exchange rate of 6000 roubles to the
pound, that makes £1600 which seems rather modest. Since the prices are presumably indicative of the market
inside Russia, it is difficult to tell if prices are realistic. Perhaps further, higher adjustment factors for inflation
will have to be introduced in the future.
An excellent catalogue. I look forward to future productions by this team.
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CARPATHO-UKRAINE: A CATAWG-CHECKLIST
BELARUS: A CATALOG-CHECKLIST
By Peter Bylen, and by Bohdan Pauk, respectively. Ukrainian Philatelic Resources Series Nos.3 and 4.
28 and 44 pages, softbound. Price $5 and $6 respectively, including postage to North American
destinations (other destinations add $1). Orders to the author at P.O.Box 7193, Westchester, IL 601547193, USA.
These are the third and fourth of the immensely useful checklists published by UPR, the previous two issues
were reviewed in BJRP 78.
The complex issues of Carpatho-Ukraine are reviewed in No.3 by Peter Bylen, with their varieties. Most of the
space is devoted to the numerous post-WW2 overprints on Hungarian stamps, but of course all other stamps also
receive their due attention. A useful booklet for collectors of Carpatho-Ukraine, and dirt cheap besides.
No.4 contains Bohdan Pauk's exhaustive review of all stamps issued on the territory of Belarus' during the
period prior to 1945, inclucling some very obscure issues of foreign powers occupying Belarus' at various times
such as Germany and Poland. The checklist starts with the well-known "Asobny Atrad" stamps, which are listed
without any comment on their legitimacy, which is rather lenient. The scope of this checklist is very broad
indeed, as, for instance, the first stamps of Lithuania are also listed, as they were used at Grodno, and so are the
stamps of Central Lithaunia. So this booklet describes the maximum possible scope of a collection of Belarus'
prior to 1945.
As usual for this series, both booklets are recommended, and it is believed that Vera Trinder will be able to
supply Britain in the future.

SOVIET POSTAL STATIONERY 1953-1977
By Lina Nizova and Gerrie Coerts. 256 AS pages. Published by the authors at Loopplank 6, 9732 EA
Groningen, The Netherlands. Price: DFI.49.90 plus postage (approx. 7 guilders). Inquire about the
easiest method of payment.
This extraordinary piece of work covers the first 12,561 illustrated postal stationery envelopes issued by the
USSR during the post-war period, and describes every single one of them. This listing alone takes up 200 pages,
and it is followed by a thematic index which allows the collector to identify at a glance which PS envelopes
featured illustrations related to, say, space, flowers, etc. As there was no useful literature on this subject
available in a Western language, and only a number of scarce booklets in Russian, this catalogue fills the
proverbial long-felt gap, and is a very welcome addition to the sparse literature on Soviet postal stationery. The
authors are to be commended for what is truly a Herculean task (the little-known twelfth Herculean task:
catalogue all Soviet postal stationery envelopes ... ) (Remind me to tell you what the 11th, 10th, etc tasks were
sometime).
Now, collectors who have a copy of this immensely useful book have a new problem: how do I actually get hold
- of these envelopes? Well, the authors show excellent commercial sense as they also deal in these items ...
I'm speechless with admiration, and very relieved that someone has actually gone to the trouble of cataloguing
these PS envelopes. Future publications from these authors are eagerly awaited.

POSTAL HISTORY OF IMPERIAL RUSSIA IN PRE-INDEPENDENT LATVIA
By N. Jakimovs & V. Marcilger. 320 A4 pages, softbound. Available from J. Michelson, P.O.Box
9314, Johannesburg 2000, South Africa.
After the excellent book on the postal and monetary history of the Latvian Republic by this team of authors, this
companion volume on the Imperial "forerunner" period of Latvian philately had a lot to live up to. Quite a lot of
the information in this book was already available elsewhere, but this is the first time (to my knowledge) that
such an indispensable collection of information has been made available to collectors in such a handy form, and I
believe that a lot of the stuff in this book will be new to many collectors.
The book covers the postal history of Imperial Russia (neatly summarised in 58 pages), post offices and
postmarks in the Latvian territory (both the pre-stamp period and the period up to 1918 are covered), railway
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postmarks, Wenden local issues, machine postmarks of Riga, picture postcards and charity letter-sheets, German
Field Post in the Baltic area during WWl, Latvian military units during WWl, the German "Ober.Ost"
administration, censorship, and mute cancellations. All in all, everything you need to know about this period,
collected in one handy volume!
Specialists will be able to find fault with certain sections (specialists always do!). For instance, the chapter on
the Ober.Ost period certainly doesn't exhaust the subject, but this is nit-picking. For a collector of Latvia, the
information presented here is sufficiently detailed, even if an Ober.Ost specialist would be able to add more
esoteric details. I should confess I'm also mildly irritated by the authors' determination to avoid mentioning
previously published books on Latvian subject, but this does not detract from this book's usefulness.
A splendid book. I'm profoundly jealous of Latvia collectors, who have such excellent literature available.
WCAL ISSUES OF POSTAGE STAMPS OF UKRAINE (in Ukrainian)
By Grigorii Lobko. 128 AS pages, in plastic ring-binder. Price $12 (surface mail) or $13.50 (by
airmail). Available from Val Zabijaka, P.O.Box 3711, Silver Spring, MD 20918, U.S.A.
Paradoxically, catalogues of Ukrainian local issues of 1992-1994 first appeared outside Ukraine (for instance the
excellent three-part Stollberg catalogue), and to my knowledge, this booklet is the first to be published within
Ukraine itself. The author had already published extensively on this subject in Ukrainian Philatelist in the USA,
so he's the best man for the job. This catalogue also benefitted from help by many prominent Ukrainian
philatelists.
The catalogue is divided into three sections, dealing with "postal issues',' (legitimate local issues), "philatelic
issues" (stamps issued by the post but initiated by philatelists) and "proof issues" (a rather self-contradictory
term!). The first section takes up 111 out of 128 pages.
So what has been declared legitimate, I hear you ask? Well, quite a lot, and quite rightly, too. Some issues will
not come as a surprise (Kiev Trident surcharges and meter labels, L'vov and Chemivtsy Tridents, Nikolaev and
Chernigov computer stamps) but there are also a few extremely obscure local issues listed here, some of which
were only discovered quite recently by philatelists checking out a mass of commercially used envelopes. The
catalogue goes into considerable detail on the Trident surcharges, giving all plate flaws for each value. For the
many primitive labels, the catalogue also gives invaluable detail on paper varieties.
In the section on "philatelic issues" we find the "Heraldic" sheets and the Poltava "meter labels", while the
section of "proof issues" deals with some very depressing issues from Vinnitsa and Luts'k, and some Mutant
Tridents (blue Tridents from L'vov and Chemivtsy). Frankly, I don't like these extremely dodgy issues very
much, and the term "proof issues" sounds sufficiently 'orrible for me to wish this section had been left out
altogether.
Printing is fine, although the paper is a bit fragile and the plastic spiral binding is a tad on the small side. I
replaced it with a spiral ring one size larger and never looked back.
A very useful book, even if you don't speak Ukrainian, and Mr. Lobko has done us all a great service. Besides,
it's dirt cheap, so everyone should buy one right now.
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